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DHave the political games begun?
Seepage8-A
DCash in on your poetic talent, see
Encore, page 1-B _
DDiamondmen victorious!
See Sportsweek, page 6-B

Serving-the UCF Community for 15 Years
March 11, 1983

Vol 15 No.22

Reagan calls math, scien-c e 'skills for future'
by Roger Simmons
and Michael Griffin
Future news

•

President Ronald Reagan urged
the nation to put more emphasis on
math and engineering, saying that
America is on the verge of a
technological revolution.
The president spoke at Walt
Disney's EPCOT center Tuesday.
"Today we are in the midst of
another revolution, one marked by
the explosion of technological advances," Reagan said. "It's a
revolution of micro-chips and bio·
technology."
The president said that signs of
this revolution could be _found
everywhere. He also said that this
revolution is difficult and painful.
"A large number of people are
unemployed, not because of the
recession, but .because their former
jobs were in declining industries,••
Reagan said. "Their skills are not in .
demand in a· · post-industrial
America.''
·
"Since the future is technological,
we simply must educate more people
in the technological areas,'' the
president said. Reagan said t.~1at
America is the world leader in
technology, but that other countries ·
are catching up by placing more emphasis on math and science than the
United States. He cited the Soviet

·

Associated Press, courtesy 01 the Orlando Sentinel

·President Ronald Reagan addressed EPCOT visitors and the National Convention _of Evangelicals' Tuesday.
"Onion and Japan as examples of faculty at universities and qualified them. "It is this kind of commit·
countries who might challenge the math and science teachers at secon- ment from the private sector that
United States for the world lead in dary schools. This shortage cannot will help us beat the math and
continue."
technology.
science shortages that we face," he
·
Reagan said he is working with said.
Reagan explained that the United
States is .declining because of a lack Gongress to d~termine the amount
The president said th1:1t students
of trained teachers. "The relatively of funding necessary to reduce the are bombarded constantly with the ·
short supply of technically qualified shortage of qualified teachers.
· problems the nation faces, but that
Reagan also said that ~ome students have ''a wonderful. future
people in the United States is not
because we don't have enough businesses and industries are loan- ahead-don't be afraid of it."
students_," he said. "The principal ing or ·giving schools computers so
Reagan, page l~A
reason is the shortage of engineering · students can become proficient on

Colbourn says O·Team,
•

Peer Advisement to survive
by Michael Griffm
Editor In chief

1,

)

.

UCFdentist
dies of

Fears· that next year's Peer Ad·
visement and Orientation Team
projects would be dropped because of
a laek of funds were unfounded, according to UCF President Trevor
Colbourn.
"These programs will continue,
there is no question," Colbourn said.
"There has never been a question as
to whether or not these valuable
programs would be carried next
year.,,
Concern for the programs first
arose last year when the Student
Governme~t Activities and Service
Fee committee refused to fund the O·
Team. This decision left the program

hea-rt attack

with a $10,100 deficit this year, ac-·
cording to 0-Team director Jimmie
Ferrell.
Funding for Peer Advisement was
threatened when Federal financial aid
reductions forced UCF's Financial
Aid Office, the program's funding
source, to cut the program.
The future of Peer Advisement
looked bleak last month when the .
ASF committee refused to hear the
organization's $33,690 budget
request.
Dr. Pete Fisher, Peer Advisement
director, said he was "elated" over
Colbourn'.s comments. "If the
president said that, I believe it and I
Colbourn, page 15-A

t

Future news

Dr. Carl N. Fillinger, UCF's first
and .only dentist, died March 1 of a ·
heart attack at 53.

.

"'

Future news

Eight students entered the race
for UCF's two highest Student
Government offices Monday and
Tuesday.
Vying for the office of SG president
are senators Robert Burkett, Richard
Possien, Mark Geary and Senate Pro
Tempore. Dave Kiser. Senators Rob
Rotter, Richard Fish, Stan Halbert
and Monty Knox are running for vice
president.
This will be the first time Burkett,
Possien, Rotter, Fish, Halbert ·and
Knox have run for SG executive
branch offices. Kiser and Geary ran

unsuccessfully for vice president and
president last year.
J)urkett, former president of UCF's
Gospel Choir, said that he got into SG
three years ag9_because he wanted to
change the system. Burkett vowed to
run a "super clean campaign" and
said his chances of winning are "pret-

Fillinger had worked with Student
Government dental. services since
its beginni:p.g almost four-years ago.
"The program was a total succt3ss
due to his efforts and expertise. He
was always there when we needed
hini," said Ashton Myers, S9 accQuntant.

Steve WI II lams/Future

UCF President Trevor Colbourn .

8 to run for SG president, vice president
by Roger Simmons

by Jim Easterling_

Another dentist, Dt. Lowell
Slagle, is taking over the position
temporarily. Applicants for a permanent replacement are being screened
by SG, Myers said.

good.''

Geary said that he has more supporwrs than any of his opponents, but
his election could depend on whether
or not his supporters get out and vote.
He explained that. his support lies
with independents, and they tend to
have a lower voter turnout than
ty good."
.
fraternity members. Geary said his
Possien, last year's Homecoming experience includes being a senator
chairman, said that his working. for three years and being a member of
knowledge of campus organizations the Orientation Team.
will help him to serve as president.
Kiser, considered by many to be the
Possien predicted the election for front..runner in the presidential race,
president will come down to a runoff said that he has been involved with
between him and Kiser, and added
that he thinks his chances are ''very
Candidates, page 13-A

Fillinger earned his dental degree
from Ohio State University, worked
as a dentist in the Air Force and
retired to Cocoa Beach nine years
ago.
"He was happy-go-lucky anq
worked here because he really enjoyed the students," Joann
Florence, UCF's dental hygenist
said. Florence had worked with
Fillinger for the past three years.
Fillinger is survived by his wife
Do~othy, daughter Marsha Sanchez,

and son Craig, a UCF graduate.

·I

..

Kilbourne to lecture on sexploitation
Lecturer Jean Kilbourne, recognized expert in the field of media sexploit.ation will be appearing on March 14 and 15 at 8 p.m. in the SCA to kick off
Women's Week observance activities.
)
· These programs are presentations of the Program and Activities Council and
the Int.er-Frat.amity Council.
Admission is $1.50 for the general public and free for UCF students. For
more info~tion, call x-2611.

New kung fu club to offer classes
A wah-lum kung fu club is forming and will offer classes
in the praying mantis style of kung fu on Saturdays from 10
a.m. to noon and Sundays from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. Fees are
$20amonth.
Tom Turcotte, assistant instructor under grandmaster Chan Poi, will \.,
be the club's instructor. For additional information, call 275-6177 or
275-2227.

Stu.de~t

UCF wins firs' in Daytona bed race
Fiv.e UCF students shared a first-place cash prize of $125,
donated by the Pepsi Bottling Group of Orlando, for best
decorated bed in the 1983 Pepsi Challenge lnt.ercollegiate
Bed Race at Daytona International
Speedway Feb. 5. Team -members Gorden Brood.head, Wayne Moleyen,
David Marcinko, Calvin Thomas and Patricia Kunze participated in the
bed race, competing against 10 other teams from colleges across the
state.

.

Women's club to give scho.larship
The Financial Aid Office is· now accepting applications for a UCF
Women's Cl_ub Scholarship· for the 1983-84 academic year. Applicants
must be non-traditional students (meaning int.errupted college education),
undergraduates, Florida residents, and they must have copies of their
latest academic transcripts.
Applications must be turned in to the Financial Aid Office, AD 120, by
March 24 . .

•

senators to hold gripe session

The UCF student senate will be conducting a student gripe session on

Donors can give blood on ·campus
<.t~·~

•

Blood is available to all students, faculty, staff and their immediate
The Instructional Technology Students' Association of UCF is .sponsor- families by contacting the University Health Center at x-2701.
ing a seminar on interview techniques and resume writing March 15 at 6
p.m. in ENAUD 260.
Jacquelyn King, placement counselor from the Co-op an,d Placement
Omicron Delta Kappa, an honor society at UCF, will hold a reception
Center, and Dr. Robert Harmon, director of the Counseling and Testing
for its new initiates March 17 at 4 p.m. in the Student Organizations
Lounge.
Center, will conduct the seminar. The program is free and open to ,µI interested persons.
·
All ODK members and guests are invited to attend. ·

..

March 15 and 16 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the breezeway across from the
Knight's Den. All students are urged to voice their opinions. For more information contact Cheetra Thakkar at x-2191.

Class given on interviews, resumes-

euoo

The UCF spring semester blood drive, in cooperation with
the Central Florida Blook Bank, will be held on March 15
and 16 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. The Blood Bank's mobile unit
will be parked at the Kiosk.

"

'

Honor society to host reception

LEGISLATIVE REPORT
Resolution 15-21
(Concer.nlng the restoration of funding. to the Writing Lab)
Senator Mary MacArthur Introduced this legislation which requests
that the University restore funding to the Writing Lab. The lab In the past
was open to all students who needed help In the preparation of papers
here at the Unlverslfy.

SENATORS

Spraker, Cindy
Johnson, Luci
Payas, Carlos
Green, Dorl
Knox, Monty
Posslen, Richard
Skaggs, Tim
Panllllo, Eva
Halbert, Stan
Johnson, Kathleen
Fish, Richard
Thakkar, Cheetra
Harriman, Sherri
Raymond, Dorothy
Bush, Janet
Jay, Susan
Rotter, Rob
Joseph, Sam
. Britton, Keith
MacArthur, Mary
Randolph, Tom
Geary, Mark
Feuerstein, Jim
Adams, Deborah
Burkett, Robert
Kiser, Dave
Daytona
Brevard

BEG;NNING

RESOLUTION
15-21
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of Central Florida express our sorrow and
sympathy to the family and friends of

Dr. Carl N. Fillinger, the Student Government dentist, who passed away last

Respectfully submitted,

Dave Kiser
President Pro Tempore

•

week.

rSTUDENT GOV'T
1 1
OFFERS

LEGAL SERVICES

Student Government seeks to provide

A

p
p
p

p

· We the students of the University

~tudents at the University of Central

Got Problems with:
Landlords ·
Insurance
Contracts
The Police?

Florida with legal services in matt.era affecting their welfare as students. Services
provided include landlord-tenant, consumer, and discrimination problems. Also
noncriminal traffic cases, divorce, wills and ·
· name change transactions.
Our program offers legal advice, consultation and document drafting free of
charge to students in need of se~ces. Call
275-2538 or stop by SC 210 for more information or an appointment:

•
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Escort service begins
with seven students
b.y Carolyn Riebel
Future news

· The new Student Escort/Patrol
Service, which will function as additional "eyes and ears" for campus
police, was presented at a press con.ference Tuesday night.
·
The service, sponsored by Student
Government and the University
Police Department; provides escorts
to on-campus locations, Police Chief
Students
Ron Seacrist said.
requesting escorts can call the university police at x-2422 and give descrip- ·
tions of themselves and their
locations. An eseort will meet callers
and take them to their destinations on
campus, Seacrist said. .
The escorts patrol the campus on
foot, we&ring bright orange vests and
carrying police radios, said Robert
JVolf, student supervisor of SEPS.
While the student escorts have a
non-enforcement function, they will

-

BSU guest
criticizes·
'white rac.ists'

The stpdent escort/patr9l service, which began operation this week, will
escort students any-Where on campus f~o:o;i 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. seven d._ys a week.

Student·senate money in hand
-

UCM seeks more fun.ds for ch~pel

•

by~eWest
Contributing writer

by Andrea Farr
Future news

•

•

•

SEPS, page 13-A

Eileen Samelsonlfuture

SEPS

.

be able to radio suspicious activities
to the police dispatcher, Seacrist said.
"It's a · service.'' he explained, "It is
not to police students."
Seacrist said the escorts will ~elp
relieve the understaffed police department with their service and be "extra
eyes and ears for the police.''
SEPS will operate from 8 p.m. to 1
a.m. with escorts working alone until
a full staff of 12 is hired, the police
chief said. So far there are seven on
staff. After all hiring is completed, the
service will operate from 7 p.m. to 2
ii.m., and the escorts will work in
pairs.
Although no female escorts have
been hired as of yet, Seacrist said they
would receive the same training as
male escorts.
The escorts receive $3.75 and must

The United Campus M4ristry is
planning a $6,000 study of the
Orlando community to determine if
there is a desire for an expanded
·
religious facility at U CF.
Student Government gave UCM
$1,000 toward the project, but the
feasibility study will net start until
UCM raises approximately $5,000
more, according to Mark Glickman
of University Relations.
According to Gibbs, UCM is in
charge of finding funding for the
project, presently called the Interfaith Chapel.
Glickman said, "we've had $315 in
donations from individuals." Other
potential donors said they would
rather be solicited after the feasibility
reSults are in, he added.
Gibbs said a facility would cost
more than $900,000 to build on
university property. The university
would allow UCM to build on a northeast corner of the dirt road1eading

to Lake Cl~ire, he said.
"Realistically, it would take at
least fiv~ years to set up," Gibbs
said. "But I hope it's built in three."
According to Gibbs, it would be a
violation of hunian .rights not to
allow space for legitimate practice of
religion. The university's donation
of the lot would not violate sepa,ration of church·and state, he said, but
it would be a violation for UCF to
look for funding for the project.
The facility will be paid for
primarily by foundation grants,
Gibbs said. "We'll try to reach the
people with big money.'' he said.
"Eighty to eighty-five percent (of
the money) should come from foundation grants."
·
The remaining 15 to 20 percent
would probably be picked up by the
district offices of · the various
denominations represented at UCM
and reli#iious individuals with ties to
UCF, Gibbs said. Currently, the
Baptist, Methodist and Catholic
faiths are the largest parts of the

Rev. Robert Gibbs

From his first opening joke about
President Ronald Reagan-"that
pimp"-civil rights activist Dick
Gregory held a hypnotic grip on more
than 300 UCF students Wednesday
night while he blasted what he termed
this counny's white racist society.
Gregory, a civil rights activist,
author and lecturer, first came to the
attention of the public as a comedian
in the mid-60s. He now spends most
of his· time on the lecture circuit,
visiting more thaD 200 colleges a year.
In a speech sponsored by the Black
Student Union, Gregory ran his
audience on a rollercoaster of emotion
ranging from riotous laughte:r to near ·

campus ministry.
"We've even heard from
Episcopalians, Lutherans and
Presbyterians in the area who are interested," Gibbs said.
The new facility ·would enhance
UCM-'s credibility, according to tears.
Gregory made them laugh when he
Gibbs. "Right now we have an idensaid
the moral majority was '-'a bunch
tity problem," he said: "I run into
of
old,
ugly, white women that
people every day who don't know we
nobody
wants
to date."
(UCF) have a 'canipus ministry. We ·
More
$eriously,
Gregory suggested
ought to gain some credibility wjth
to the audience that they should listen
our new.location."
to children because children were pure
·much knowledge could be gained
and
Chapel, page 14 ·A
from them.
Gregory accredited most of the
country's social problems to white
racism, though he added that black
people aided it by ·submitting to
"white programming."
Gregory said that people often
worry about his security. "Hell, I got
all kinds of government agencies
trying to kill :r,ne in three shifts a day
and they can't do it," he said.
''Besides, I can alw_ays run like hell."
Gregory lambasted the country's
schools as a major evil. "Institutions
teach you how to make a living but
not how to live," he said.
· Gregory
further
denounced
education saying, "Books are trash.
Eiieen Scmelsonlfuture
Like when they say, 'Columbus
discovered America '-everybody
knows that punk got lost.''
.
Board members of UCF's first international, interdisciplinary, professional journal of international relations,
· Gregory attacked others: "There's
Grobal Perspectives, welcome advisory board member Jack Plano last week. The journal is devoted entirel:v to the
adv@ced research of senior undergraduate and graduate students. Pictured from I. to r. are .Robert Bledsoe, John
no free press," "We've got a pimpy,
DiPierro, Beth Barnes, John Bersia, Waltraud Morales, Jack Plano, Jose Fernandez, Stuart Lille and Joan
Johnson-Freese.
Gregory, page 14-A

An international greeting

.
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Hertz, the #1 car rental company, needs
responsible, business-minded individuals to
help promote a once-a-year travel
opportunity. We want to contact travelers
planning a trip to major East Coast and
Southwestern cities in April and May.
If you think you know how to help us reach
the right people, you can earn substantial
cash rewards. No previous sales experience
. is necessary, and no door-to-door soliciting
is required ... or wanted!
. Take advantage of this opportunity to test
your marketing ability with one of the bestknown companies in the country, and earn
extra money, too! For more information, call .
C.J. Cooper in Orlando, weekdays between

9am - 5pm; (305) 859-8400
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100 Minutes of $1.00 Heine1;cen
From9:00 ·
· For Information Call 295-3751
NOT VALID FOR SP~CIAL EVENTS

One of the

easiest P.arts.
·of becoming 18.
If you're about to turn 18; it's time
to register with Selective Service.
Registration doesn't mean you're
going to be drafted. It doesn't
mean you have to giye up any
rights to deferments. Registration
just gives Selective Service a list
of names our country can draw
from i1 there's ever a national
emergency.

•

Here's how to register. Within a
month of your 18th birthday, go
down to the nearest U.S. Post Office.
Pick up the simple registration
torm and till it out. Then hand it to the postal clerk. That's all there
is to it. It only takes five minutes.

Ifs quick. Ifs easy. And ifs the law.

National Headquarters
Selective Service System Washington D.C. 20435

•

UCF Speakers Committee presents:

JEAN KILBOURNE
media specialist and author
of "The Naked Truth"

The Naked -Truth
_ How advertisers push alcohol

March 14 8:00pm ·SCA -

Subtle SedUction· ·

.

Media sexploitation of women

March 15 8:00pm SCA

·. -Maximum Sex ·
speaker:

Josh McDowell
Noon . UCF Gym March 16th

•

sponsored by Campus Ministries

Ceramic Seminar

March 11th and 12th
8am ~5 m
SC 211

COMEDY CLASSICS

Arts &Crafts Center

•

·. Open daily to all students
·

-

Mon. Wed 3·8; Tues 1~7; Thur t~s

City Limits
Mar 16 8:30 SCA

·ceramics· photography· pottery
For more information, cat.I 275-2611

Congratulations to: ·
•

,

Battle of the Bars
· FIRST PLACE WINNER

BERT'S PLACE
UCF's Official Watering Hole

O·TEAM IS BACK
•

The University of Central Florida Orientation Team -1983-84
is looking for ci few good people. "If you enjoy meeting new
peopl'e, expanding and applying your creativity, sign up now!

Applications available at SC main Desk
· March 11th - March 22nd
•

For further insight Into O·TEAM, please attend

O·TEAM lntrOducto.-y Meeting
March 8th 3 • 5 pm SCA
Qualifications and responsibilities to be discussed .
•

. .
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Sprin·g Break
in St. Pete

St.ephen Callahan casts ~rod off a pier while a native greets the summer weather.

.............. - ...... . ... . ...
Photos by Eiieen Samelson

Unit~d

Facul.t y of Florida

(An Insurance Policy for Human Rights)
·Before the United Facul.t y of Florida negotiated its
first contract, few faculty members dared to file
official complaints when they were treated
unfairly, capriciously, or arbitrarily. And when
they did object, the same administrators who'd
caused the problem "judged" the merits of the
faculty member's case.
UFF's grievance procedure chang~ all that.
Today, faculty members who are dissatisfied with
adminiStrative rulings may appeal to a neutral
third party - to an arbitrator whose decisions are
binding on ·b oth sides.
Basic human rights, as well as professional and
job rights, are protected by UFF's grievance·
procedure. Cases of racial discrimination and
sexual harassment are as fully subject to th'e procedure as are unjustified dismissals, denials of
p.romotion and tenu~, and improper work assignments.
· But the grievance procedure is not the only_way
UFF functions . as "an insurance policy for
human right&."

Salaries and fringe benefits are im·p.ortant to all of
us; and UFF's record is among the finest in higher
education. In the State University System, for
example, salary increases av.raged only 3.9
percent over the si·x years immediately preceding
UFF's first contract. Over the six years that UFF has
negotiated for the faculty, the average raise has
been 8.9 pe~ent - over twice as high. UFF also
won equal pay for summer sessions, minimum
salaries by rank, and an end to "dry promotions." ·
UFF's work costs money. And there's only one
·source from which that .money can come. That
source is the faculty itself. Those who pay dues
make it possible for UFF to win higher salaries,
improved benefits, and even stronger protections
of individual rights.
UFF has done a lot; It could do infinitely more if
everyone on the faculty were a union mem~er.
UFF needs you. For information· about UFF·
membership, see the campus UFF .president.

University of Centr~I Florida Chapter, 319 Library, ext. 2300
Rosie Joels, President, ext. 2161
FTP•NEA Phyllis Hudson, Membership Coordinator, ~xt. 2562

UFF

THE HIGHER EDUCATION AFFILIATE OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION AND THE FLORIDA TEACHING PROFESSION -NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

•
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Four of UCF's students
lauded in mock senate
by Andrea 0. Farr
Future news

Four UCF students won awards
for portraying U.S. senators at the
12th annual Model United States
Senate at Stentson University held
.
Feb. 24-26.
Tico Perez, UCF student body
president, took the award for best
chairman of a committee, copying
the tactics and platforms of Sen.
Orin Hatch, R-Utah. Hatch is congressional chairman of the labor
committee. Perez attributed his
award to his experience in Student
Government ..
As John Tower, R-Texas, UCF student Sen. Monty Knox chaired the
armed forces committee and· accepted the best committee ~ward for
that group.
Former student
Sen. Al
Ferguson, who played the part of
Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz., received
an award for best senator, and Sen.
Jim Feuerstein received a recognition award as a minority leader.
Feuerstein portrayed Sen. Robert
Byrd of West Virginia.
Participation in the model senat.e
was voluntary and open to all
students. One month prior to the
model senate, participants were
assigned to research certain
senators so they could adapt the

•

.

•

senators' platforms and influences.
The practical experience of actual
senate tradition, procedures and activities were educational, according
to Feuerstein. "It was very valuable
to see how bills are brought out,
changed and even perverted in committee meetings," he said. "They
took an anti-chemical munitions bill,
and Barry Goldwater(Fergilson)
reversed it to include funding for
chemical munitions and the neutron
bomb."
The senate defeated this bill as
well as a balanced budget amendment, and passed a jobs bill and an
immigration bill.
Floyd Riddick, assistant
parliamentarian of the U.S. Senate,
spoke to the model senate on
parliamentary procedure. Feuerstein said UCF group "performed with
great .prowess and was rarely out of
charact.er" because it received prior ,
coaching in parliamentary procedure
from former j>olitical science professor
~illiam Jervey.
Other UCF students who participated in the model senate were
Tim Skaggs, Susan Arline, Cindy
Spraker, Robert Orez and Rocky
Haag.

·Revised final exam
schedule for spring
The university has rescheduled final examination times for spring
semester, to be held the week of April .25 through 28 .
The new schedule is as follows:

•

•

..

•

•

.

•

CLASSES WHiCH FIRST
MEET DURING THE WEEK

FINAL EXAMINATION
PERIOD

8:00 am Monday
9:00 am Monday
10:00 am Monday
11:00 am Monday
12 noon Monday
1:00 pm Monday
2:00 pm Monday
3:00 pm Monday
4:00 pm Monday
5:00 pm Monday
6:00 pm Monday
7:00 pm Monday
8:00 pm Monday

8-9:50 am Mon., April 25
8-9:50 am Wed., April 'l7
10-11:50 am Mon., April 25
10-11:50 am Wed., April 'l7
12-1:50 pm Mon., April 25
2-3:50 pm Mon., April 25
2-3:50 pm Wed., April 'J:1
4-5:50 pm Mon., April 25
4-5:50 pm Wed., April 'J:1
6-7:50 pm Mon., April 25
8-9:50 pm Mon., April 25
8-9:50 pm Mon., April 25
8-9:50 pm Wed., April 'J:1

8:00 am Tuesday
9:00 am Tuesday
10:00 am 'l'uesday
11:00 am Tuesday
12 noon Tuesday
1:00 pm Tuesday
2:00 pm Tuesday
3:00 pm Tuesday
5:00 pm
6:00 pm
7:00 pm
8:00 pm

4:00 pm Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday·

8-9:50 am Tues., April 26
8-9:50 am Thurs., April 28
10-11:50 am Tues., April 26
10-11:50 am Thurs., April 28
12-1:50 pm Thurs., April 28
2-3:50 pm Tues., April 26
2·3:50 pm Thurs., April 28
4-5:50 pm Tues., April 26
4-5:50 pm Thurs., April 28
6-7:50 pm Tues., April 26
8-9:50 pm Tues., April 26
8-9:50 pm T~es., April 26
8-9:50 pm Thurs., April 28

6:00 pm Wednesday

6-7:50 pm Wed., April 'J:1

6:00 pm Thursday

6-7:50 pm Thurs., April 28
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Senate.Notebook

OAF tries to oust Burkett from chairman seat
by Roget Simmons
Future news

· tJCrs student senate had what
student body Vice President Matt
Weber called "an off day" at its last
meeting M;arch 1. The senate passed
only one piece of legislation in a twohciur and 37-minute meeting marred
by political confrontation.
The bickering was a continuation of
the differences that began at the
senate's Jan. 27 meeting when Sen.
Robert Burkett introduCed a bill to
provide for a stUdent scholarship
program.
As is procedure with most bills, it
was assigned to the Organizations,
Appropriations and Financing committee, which is chaired by Burkett.
The OAF committee had voted for
the past four weeks to hold the bill in
committee. At their March 1 meeting,
prior to the senate meeting, the com-

mittee again voted to hold the bill in
committee for another week. Burkett
objected to this motion, and said that
he would not officially introduce the
committee's recommendation to the
senate.
Burkett said the decision not
tomake the motion was within his
rights as OAF chairman. "As chairman, I had to determine why the bill
bad been in committee for six weeks,"
Burkett said. "It had been there too
long because of politics."
Burkett said . his bid for the SG
presidency had motivated his opponents on the committee to try and
block the bill's passage until after the
election.
·
Burkett, Senate Pro Tempore Dave
Kiser and Sen. Mark Geary are all
seeking the presidency ·and all sit on
the powerful OAF committee.
Burkett said ·that the candidates'

presenee on the ·committee "makes it
really easy for political games to get
started.''
When Burkett told the committee
of his intention, Sen. . Sam Joseph
made a motion to have Burkett
removed as chairman of the committee. Joseph stated that Burkett had
broken three points of Sturgis' Rules
of Order concerning the conduct of
committee chairmen. Joseph cited as
an example the rule which states
"misrepresenation of the organization
and.its officers to outside persons" is
grounds for removal.
Burkett had told the senate that the
bill needed only minor revisions and
should be brought out onto the floor
for a vote. Yet Joseph said that there
were still major revisions needed in
the bill, and most members of the
committee. knew this. Burkett
misrepresented the committee,

The Most Sophisticated Training Ground
For Nuclear Engineering
.Isn't On The Ground.
It's on a Navy ship.
The Navy has
more than 1;900 ·

get them fast. Because
in the Navy, as your
knowledge grows, so do
your responsibilities.
reactor-years of nuclear ~~;~:!§~~~~~~
power experience~
Today's Nuclear
more than anyone else . a.!ll!r-~~
Navy is one of the most
in America. The Navy
challenging and rewardhas the most sophistiing career choices a
cated nuclear equipman can make. And
ment in the world. And
.
that choice can pay off
the Navy operates over half of the nuclear while you're still in school. Qualified·
reactors in America.
juniors and seniors ~am approximately
With a nuclear program like that, you $1,000 per month while they finish school.
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Every officer in the Nuclear Navy
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completes a full year of graduate level
$40,500. That's on top of a full benefits packtechnical training. Outside the Navy, this age that includes medical and dental care,
kind of program would cost you thousands. and 30 days' vacation earned each year.
In the Navy, you're paid while you learn.
As a nuclear-trained officer, you also
Then, as a nuclear-trained officer, you earn a I'lace among this nation's most
supervise highly trained personnel in the qualified and respected professionals. so;
operation of the most
if you're majoring in
.r
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Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

Joseph said.
"The purpose of a committee is to
try to prevent hours of debate on the
floor," Joseph said. He also said that
Burkett was just "in a hurry to get
this bill out onto the floor with election time here.''
Burkett said the committee motion
to remove him as chairman was completely politically motivated. "I spoke
with one of the members who abstained and they said the attempt by
some committee members to get me
out of there was pretty strong.,,
Joseph said that if it had not been
election time Burkett would have
been voted out of his post. "I'm quite
· sure the vote would have been 5 to 1
against,'' he said.
. Two senators on the committee
voted for removing Burkett, two
voted against, and three abstained,
thus Burkett kept his post.
At the March 1 senate meeting,
Burkett reported that the OAF committee had voted to hold the bill for
another week. However Burkett
refused to make the senate motion.
Ultimately, the senate voted with
committee members to hold the "bill
another week.
Later, Burkett addressed the
senate, and according to the minutes
of the meeting, he ''began his
presideiitial campaignhig early.''
Burkett told the senate that he was
disappoint.eel with their vote to postpone his legislation. He stated that he
would not attend any senate meetings
for the duration of the election and
asked the senate to have his absences
excused.
Weber ruled that Burkett's absences could not be excused in advance
and he would have to submit a
blanket excuse application to the
Legislative and Judicial Review
committee.
Burkett said the committee had
voted this week to · allow the bill to
come out on the senate floor yes·
terday. The senate meeting was held
too late for Future press time.
''We rush through money bills all
the time," Burkett said. Why was this
bill held . in committee for seven·
weeks? I think it ha~ been the biggest
waste of time I've ever seen.''
In other senat.e action:
The senate p·assed a resolution
calling for the restoration of funding
to the Writing Lab, which had been
cut last fall. The legislation was introQ.uced by Sen. Mary MacArthur.
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KILLS
Hate
Loneliness
Greed
Prejudice
Despair
Selfishness

Learn to love.
'Begin with worship.

Candidate Forum for Spring Elections . . ·
M9et and hear all the candidates for
Student Body Presid0nt and Vice President.

WHAT
WHERE

SC Auditorium _

WHEN

11:00 am to _1:00 pm
Wed., Mar 16, 1983

SPONSORED BY FUTURE, WUCF·FM AND ELECTl~NS COMMISSION
.

.

Candidates are limited to a $420 campaign expenditure
and must have met Declaration of Candidacy requirements.
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A free exchange
of ideas on the
issues of the day
})iture-February 25, 1983

FORUM

Reagal) ~age good for UCF but ... a .
President Reagan's comments at EPCGT Tuesday held
great significance for UCF and the community it serves,
but they 'also raised serious questions about our society's
list of priorities.
The president correctly pointed out that the industrial
revolution is dead and the high technology revolution is
in full swing. He added that he intended to see strong
.g overnmental support fOr mathematical, engineering and
computer sciences.
If President Reagan's predictions hold true, UCF's
future is indeed a brigh~ one. With it's nationiµly
recognized programs in engineering and computer science
UCF will most certainly figure prominantly in the high
tech futures ·of our state and nation.
The UCF Research Park stands to improve the quality
of life in Orlando as well by attracting the big name high
tech industry leaders to Central Florida. The possiblity of
becoming the .,Silicon Valley of the South" has the
Orlando city planners' mouths wat.er:ing.
As educators~ however, our nation's universities should
not focus all of their -attention to the high tech fields.
Study of the arts and literary skills should be every bit as
important as mathematics and science and should receive
the same government support.
Would basic knowledge of Plato help an engineer build a
bett.er bridge? Probably not, but it would certainly make
that engineer a bett.er informed individual and a much bet- ·
t.er citizen. .
Hasn't that always been the goal of higher education?

· SG needs ·broad support
It is Student Government election time again and the
UCF student is again faced with a difficult decision: to
vote, or not to vote.
The past three SG elections have gotten progressively
worse in turnouts, culminating last fall in a disasterous 2
percent turnout for the senate elections.
The confusing aspect of poor turnouts is the fact that
the independent students are the worst voters. This
doesn't make sense because the overwhelming majority
of the money SG spends comes from independents'
ASFfees.
There is no government more accountable and accessable to its constituents than a student government.
Low turnouts only serve to destroy the credibility of our
elected government.
During these days of financial aid cuts and general
education budget cuts, it becomes increas,ingly important
to present a common voice for all students.
A strong SG with a firm foundation of student support
Michael E. Griffin
is the best way to do that.
Editor in chief ·
The real crisis we face today is a spiritual one; at root, it
is a test of moral will and faith.
President Ronald Reagan
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- Guest editorial

by susan jay.

Black Hist9ry month was a time for inner reflection
I would like to take the
time to clear up any confusion or misconception concerning the commemoration
of February as Black
History Month.
'
First, it is not an annual
affair in which one recites
the late Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.'s great "I Have A
Dream'' speech or sings
"We Shall Overcome" in
heart-wrung unison. It is a
reflection; rather, a 3piritual
rededication of life. It is a
time when mind, body, and
soul unite to create our true
black essence and dignity.
The mind seeks to take advantage of the months
publicity and soaks up all

the knowledge it can. The.
body is rejuvenated as the
true history of Africans and·
African-Americans unfolds
to reveal kings and
dynasties, medical, ar- ~

'It is a reflection; rather,
a spiritual rededication
of life.'
chitechural and social
breakthroughs and jewels
whose beauty glows as the
dust of racism is brushed
aside.
Secondly, this reflection
does not end in 28 days but
is carefully nurtured to
adulthood. Occasions to do
this come up all year with
other celebrations such as

Kwansaa in December and'
King's birthday.
With many thoughts on
my heart, I leave you a few,
my brothers and sisters.
You will achieve great
things as your ancestors
· have done in the past. Yo~
will become the educators of
the present as you learn
more about our true
heritage. Look to our
Creator for guidance in finding the power within you
which can make or break our
world. And 'as the month
ends our challenge to continue begins; watching our
history so as not to repeat· it
and writing our own pages
in the history of tomorrow.
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Letter Policy.
Letters to the editor must
be delivered to the Future by
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication. Letters must be
typed, double spaced on a
60-spaced line and should
not be more than 250 words .
in length. All letters must be
signed with the author's
,phone number to be considered for publication.
Under
certain
circumstances, writers' names
will be witheld upon request.
All letters are subject to
editing.
Some letters may be
designated as guest
editorials at the editor's
discretion, with the permission of the writer. All submitted material becomes the
copyrighted property of the
Future· newspaper.
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Ellis, Tubbs: Geary letter has · 'no relation with reality'
Editor:
The university has become
a large and complicated
educational endeavor which
in turn requires complex and
detailed procedures to effec~
tively administer. It is not
surprisjng to discover people· who do not fully unders·tand the administration and
mechanism of funding and
staffing of such a large and
diverse organization of this
or any other comparable
university.
However, we are distressed
and disappointed when
an individual in whom
responsibility has been placed
by his peers, casually
uses words like stolen,
siphoned off, meddling and
injustice when describing
his perception of the administration of the university, when such terms are in
no way justif?.ed by the
facts. Since student Senator
Mark Geary has done just
that in his correspondence to
the Future published Feb.
25, 1983, we feel we must
respond. (Student Affairs
threatened
by
administrative insensitivity)
His comments and implications that funds for

Auxiliary Support Services levied against Student Afin some way are being im- fairs/Student Government
properly taken from various have been rather modest with
areas · of Student Af- regards to the total assessed
fairs/Student Government · to the other a'uxiliaries.
and devoted to other areas , There has never been any
are just not so. Support for expect~tion or plans of any
Auxiliary Support Services kind to disband or to
is obtained by a levy ad- decimate Peer Advisement,
ministered by the Business . orientation, or as implied
Affairs division of the elsewhere, the summer EEO
university against all aux- program. The only real quesiliary services at the univer- tion has been. the source 8:lld
sity as provided for by law level of funding for such fine
and as done at all uni ver- 1programs during these years
sities in the State Universi- of financial exigency. Sen.
ty System of Florida.
Geary's implication that
Auxiliary Services is the
Peer Advisement and Orienname generally given to
tation have been shut down
those areas and divisions of
through meddling by
the university that fund
Academic Affairs with the
the~selves through income
operation of Student Affairs
received for services ·providhas no relationship with
ed. The Auxiliary Support
reality. Remember, because
SeTvices charges levied
of revenue shortfall, the
against auxiliary services
Governor required a
produces income used to hire
callback of 2 percent in
staff to provide servi,ces in
August and another of 2.49
areas either not provided for
percent in November. The
or inadequately funded by
Student Affairs assessment
state revenues and include
to meet this callback was a
finance and accounting,
total of $4,000 in OPS and
computer services, personExpense funds in August
nel, au!iiting to name a few.
and $17,000 in November.
According to the Office of
Of this latter amount,
Business Affairs, the
$10,000 was in salary lapse
magnitude of the amounts
Administrators, page 11-A

. I
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Vietnamese are political refugees, deserve education
The Future will publish candidate endorsement letters in
next week's issue. If you wish to endorse a candidate for the
offioos of President or Vice President you must adhere strictly to the letter policy printed on page 10. Only letters tbat
follow these guidelines will be considered.
Since space will be limited, letters will be considered on a
firs~me-first-served basis.

Peer, 0-Team are necessities
Editor:
cost effective in terms of the
As a result of the recent assistance given faculty and
news that the Academic the savings in faculty man
Peer Advisement Program . hours. Cut.ting a ·program of
may not be funded next this kind will only mean that
year, we feel compelled to faculty will have to spend
urge the UCF community to more time during the sum.consider the tremendous mer in the advisement of
loss the university will suf- entering freshmen, more
fer if the program is not con- time each semester in the
tinued.
drop/add and · more time
Since 1979, the Academic training staff to assist in the
Peer Advisement Team has
colleges' advisement offices.
assisted. faculty with the
It does not make sense to
academic advisement of us to create more problems
entering freshmen, the when saving Peer Adviseregistration process and ment would be so much
more logical and easier for
with drop/add. In ·addition,
the university in the long
peer advisers have worked
within the colleges' run.
We also strongly support
academic advisement offunding the Orientation
fices. Without funding, this
significant academic sup- Team and its invaluable program. We work very closely
port program and student
with Orientation each sumretention effort will eiid.
and· fu}.ly endorse the
.
mer
The charter E,md only proimportanc~
of its work with
gram of its kind is the State
all entering students.
Univer.s ity
System,
Academic ·P eer Advisement
has come to represent an inThi.s letter w~ siined by the
valuable segment of the 34 members of the 1982-83
academic advisement funcAcademic
tion at UCF and has proven
Peer Advisement Team

'

Editor:
I would like to respond to
the blatantly misinformed
accusations against Vietnamese students in the letter
by Pancho Ramos Guerreo.
reo.
First of all, let us formally
set the record straight on
this issue in an informed
manner. I perceived no at. tempt by Nguyel;l The Hung
to portray his fellow Vietnamese as "special immigrants. I have stong
qualms with Mr. Guerreo's
insinuation that the Vietnames_e came here to escape
economic as opposed · to
11

political persecution. I think
that anyone who checks the
record will find that the
Vietnamese did, in fact, flee
a brutal, oppressive communist regime.
Mr. Guerreo claims to be a
student of Indochinese
history yet his sources are
questionable. I personally
know several Vietnamese
and must ask how he is so
certain that many of them
did not fight for their country. I have seen scars left by
bullets on several Vietnamese ·that attest to a different truth than his. ·There
is no more just cause in ac1

cusing the Vietnamese of
corrupting American GI' s in
Vietnam than there is in accusing the Lebanese in
Beirut of the ·same at the
present time.
I call upon Mr. Guerreo to
produce evidence that a
great myriad of Vietnamese
of Chinese ancestry come to
the U. S. to avoid the war.
Finally,. most of the Vietnamese I _know are paying
their way through college
and are as deserving as
anyone Mr. Guerreo can
mention of an American
education.
Brad.Cowgill

Administrators--------------- from page JO
and $7,000 in OPS and expense.
The week prior to the
publishing of Geary's letter,
$14,000 was restored to Student Affairs providing them
(exclusive of salB!Y . lapse)
with $3,000 more than their
original budget (prior to the
call back). These funds are
now available for peer advisement and related areas
for the rest of the current
year ending June ;30. No
other area of the university
has · been so favorably
treated nor can we see how
this constitutes shutting
down Peer Advisement and
Orientation. One . has to
seriously question · the

NOW INTERVIEWING
ON CAMPUS.

source of the senator's
that students have the best
possible educational exmisinformation whatever it
may be.
perience and we work
Finally, the Student Sertogether .to realize that end.
vices portion of the UCF
We hope that in the future
budget, which includes both
when questions arise concerthe Student Affairs area and
ning the way in which ·the
the Registrar's· are.a is
university is administered
prescribed by the Board of . and deeisions made, we have
Regents·when the legislative the opportunity to help
appropriations
are those raising the question to
distributed· to the SUS un~erstand prior to writing
univer,sities in July. This a letter like Sen. Geary's
year in the UCF internal which does an injustice to all
allocation, Student Services of the campus community.
received the precise amount
·allocated by the Board of
Leslie L. Ellis
Regents.
Provost and Vice Presiden·t
Both Academic Affairs
for Academic Affairs
and Student . Affairs have
LeVester Tubbs
the same objective of seeing
Vice President for
S~nt Aftafrs

Come
Jump in Our Shorts

For exceptionai College Grads (and those who are soon to be)

CURRENT
.
OPPORTUNITIES:
• NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
• AVIATION • LAW
•MEDICINE• INTELLIGENCE
• CIVIL ENGINEERING
•SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS
Sign up fo_r ·an interview in the Career Pll}+ement Office.

Int".erviews will be held in the Career Placement Office .
fro_!ll 9am to 4pm, Mar 16,17 ,18

Steak n Grand . . .
ShaKe Re-Opening
Now Serving

Beer and Wine
Fish and Chicken
Mexican Dishes
And Our Already
Famous

Old Fashioned Steak Burgers
&

Presents ·

.The Brief ·Excursion
Kickoff Party
Wed, March 16 on the SC Green

FREE BEER

Hand·Dlpped Shakes
443 N. ·Semoran ·Blvd.
Corner 436 and Aloma

.come help set the recordl
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Hot Sandwiches ·

Monday

Special Discounts
· Day&Nite

25¢ Draft
31.75 Pitcher 8-11

Friday

· Tuesday
We now have
long neck

All !~ports 31. 00

Buds.

Wednesday
Michelob&
Michelob lite
85¢ Bottles

Thursday
·L adies Nite Free Draft
For Ladies 8-10
D-J & Dancing

31.00 off any
Pitcher 8-11

Saturday
Happy Hour 8-11

*Speeial: Happy Hour
82.50 Pitchers 40¢ Draft
All Imports 81 .00
M-F 12 til 7
(Fairway Shopping Center) 11636 E. Highway 50 273-4297
'-

.

D-J & :Oancitig

Sunday
. All Day & Nite
· 20¢ off all cans
and bottles
50¢ off all pitchers .

.

·n odtbe ·
careless
with the
future. ·
•

MPH

Give it a chance to
work. To save gasoline. To save lives,
too. And there's
one more thing to
remember:

ltSnotiYst

aaoodldea.
ll'Sthelaw

tftim•
\"-J

LJlll'\.~
·•..........· lDUKI
Space donated as a public
service by this newspaper, the
Department of Transportation
and the Advertising Council.
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Students I

GI

The Humane Society of Seminole
County desperately ·needs your
help to build a new shelter for
homeless animals in 1983. Please
collect S & H Green Stamps and
turn them into the shelter at 2001
E. 25th Street in Sanford. The
Edyth Bush Foundation will double the amount if the Society's goal
is reached in time. Have a heart for
the homeless animals in 1983.
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SEPS----from page 3-A
be mature and familiar with the campus, Wolf said.
Donations for the initial investment
of the radios, vests and other ·equipment came from the UCF bookstore,
electrical engineering department, the
athletic department and the university physical plant.
Flagship Bank ·of Orlando and
Radio Shack of Fashion Square also
contribut.ed funds and equipment.
The budget for salaries and upkeep
for the equipment is estimat.ed at
$32,000 from fall to spring terms. It
will be funded jointly by the police
department and SG, Seacrist said. He
added that there has been no funding
for the summer term as of yet; he is
waiting to see if the program is suc-

cessful.

by Carl McKnight

Spanky
50~ltl\.l€:S

I

DO"lT L-1~ b~ln"'6
HlbM ~~T-0~ A

FUC.K.

SG for over three years and enjoys
getting things accomplished for
students.
Vice presidential candidate Rotter
said he wants to open senate meetings
so students who attend have a chance

t.o speak. He said he thinks that he

Crime consultant Karen Culton said
the police chief is implementing the
program before the campus has a
major crime problem, rather than
waiting until the university's
population and ·c rime increa,ses.
Seacrist said· that between fall
· semester and now, there have been 66
thefts, including four auto thefts, and
four assaults. UCF' s crime rate is extremely low for a campus of our size,
he said.

can provide much needed guidance
within the senate if elected vice
president. He added that his chance of
winning is fair, but hopes to make it
into a runoff election.
Rotter said that his senate iin·
peachment last year by those he
called ''over zealous types'' has been
forgotten by most students and
should not figure prominently in his

....
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Educational Center

There IS a difference!!!
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. Course

LSAT
SAT
GRE

Class Starting

Marl6
Mar24
Apr 14

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center
We reserve the right to cancel ony class fer
which there Is Insufficient enrollment
Call for details
Days, Evening. or Weekends

678-8400

failed by one vote, the final talley was
14-8 in favor of impeachment.
Fish said he is running for vice prsident because he thinks the job needs
some changing · specifically, better
coordination with the president's job.
Fish has been in the senate for one
year and introduced one piece of
legislation during his term. He admitted his chances for election were slim.
Considered the front-runner by
many, vice presidential ·candidate
Halbert feels his chances of winning
are "very good." He currently servesas the Black Student UD.ion vice
president and said this experience will
add to his qualifications. "I have been

involved in twice as much parliamen·
. tary procedure this year than the
others have."
Vice . presidential andidate Knox
has been in the senate since the fall _
term. Knox said that it is too ~ly to
forecast his chance of winning but added ''anything can happen in two
weeks."
UCF students will have an oppor·
tunity to meet and hear the can·
didates state their views at a forum
sponsored -· . by
the
Future,
WUCF-FM, and the SG Elections
Committee. The forum will take place
March 16 from 11 a.m. to I p.m. in the
Student Center Auditorium.
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Reagan

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m page 1-A

Reagan spoke to an invited crowd
of about 2,000 people in front of the
American pavilion at the World
Full Service Salon
Showcase in EPCOT. Included in
Walk-In,S Welcome
the crowd were 500 Florida students
10S09 E. Colonial Dr.
who scored above average on m'ath
282-1.700
(Witan Dixie Center)
and science tests, and 16 university
Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8
llNION PARK
'· students from foreign countries who
~..................................llllll!lll....1111,,~ workatEPCOT.
After his address, Reagan left EPCOT to speak before a convention of
the National Association of
Evangelicals at the Sheraton-Twin
Towers.
·
Outside the hotel, he was met by a
group of about 150 people pro·
testing his policies on defense spending, unemployment and prayer in
schools. They shouted such slogans
as "Power to the people, not the
Pentagon," "We need jobs, not
prayers" and "No taxes for war."
Inside, he told the conventioneers
that he still does not support a
nuclear freeze, saying that "it would
be a very dangerous fraud."

Reagan also said he still supports
notifying parents of minors who get
contraceptives from federally funded clinics. "Isn't it the parents'
right to give counsel and advise to
keep their children from making
mistakes that may affect their entire
lives?" he questioned.

•

In · addition, the president said
that he would try to get a constitutional amendment for prayer in
schools approved by congress.
The president concluded by say·
ing he believed in students' intelligence, courage and determination and "when the time arrives, the
people of my generation will be very
proud to turn America over to your
care."
Following his address, he attend·
ed a closed reception with members
of the Florida Republican Party, and
departed on Air Force One for the
White House.

Gregory - - - - - - - - - - - frompage3-A
Despite the criticisms, he conceded
thug, hoodlum for a president" and
"America and Russia are partners in that blacks are as much the cause for
their problems as the whites are.
crime."
Gregory concluded by sayiiig that
"Somewhere down the road, we'll blacks must work together toward
have to turn this system around," one goal if they are to make. any
changes in society.
Gregory said.

Chapel-----------.frompageS:.A
Space for UCM has been a problem too. UCM has two rooms in the
student center: an office which three
pastors share and one conference
room. Gibbs said that Father Pat
Powers, Catholic campus minister,
is "knocking down the doors" during Sunday mass, and that more
worship space is needed for all the
denominations.

Gibbs said an expanded UCM program would not be a compromise to
the different truths maintained by
the different ·faiths.
"The building will show we
acknowledge other faiths, that peo·
ple are searching for God," Gibbs
said. "We all have different ways
culturally and traditionally to
search."

UCF to host British debate team
Two UCF debators will confront the two-man British Debate Team
Monday at I p.m. iµ the SCA. Admission is free. The Visit is being spon·
sored by Student Government, the UCF Debate Team, and the College of
Arts and Sciences. According to debate coach Jeff Butler, UCF was
selected to be one of 25 schools to host the British team. Other schools
include Yale University, the University of Florida, Florida State University and the University of Pittsburgh.

Any time's a wild time when you add the
great taste of Two Fingers ... and this wild
Two Fingers T-shirt! To get yours, send
your name, address, style preference
and size (men's style S, M, L or
women's French cut S, M, L) along

with $6.95, to:
Two Fingers T-shirt Offer,
266 North Rocky River Dr.

Berea, Ohio 44017.
Please allow 6 weeks
for delivery.

Two~

is all it takes.

·UCF FOOTBALL
Needs male and female
l·ma·nagers for spring and fall
from Mar Hlto Apr 2.
F~r- m·ore information, call ·
Coach Seagraves at 2282.
"Watch from the sideline. "

..
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Colbourn----------------------------:---frompagel·A
hope it pans out."
Colboum said the $1.6 million
budget cut at UCF, sparked by poor
state sales tax revenues, severely
restricted budget expenditures but
added that the programs are "going
to continue-period."
"If the sales tax drops further there
will have to be a reordering of
priorities, including class offerings,
but I don't expect that to happen,"
Colbourn said.
The sales tax revenues increased
statewide in December and January
but dipped slightly in February according to Colbourn.
"Despite ·the February decline,
there is every indication that revenues
will be up this year," he added.
Colbourn said the funding will be
reallocated from other university
areas if the revenues are not increased, but the areas can't be identified until the university budget is
complet.ed.
Peer Advisement is responsible for
the advisement and registration of in·
coming freshmen and transfer
students. 0-Team educates these
students to the rules and services of~
fered by the university in an effort to

•

•

•

acclimate them to the campus.
we've had members serve on both
Several sources in SG have organizations and we found that they
suggested that the programs could be burned out rather quickly," Fisher
combined to help cut costs. Fisher said.
said that this solution ·was not pracFisher added that he was willing to
tical.
cut the 36 Peer Advisement Team
"The programs are just too diverse, members' salaries from $150 to $100

EPICUREAN
Restaurant
American and Mediterranean
Cuisine

per semester. That move would save

the organization $1,800.
Student Affairs Vice President
LeVester Tubbs said in a Feb. 18
Future interview that no alternate
plans 'for the programs have been officially considered.

V. Rand Saltsgaver, Attomey

The Frame Bar

Personal Injury and Wrongful Deat~
Defective Product Injuries
Criminal Law

Soft Contact Lenses
$65
15% Off All Frames

Initial consultation
available without charge

894-6642

Specializing In Greek Food

Next to Ronnles
Master Card or Visa

16 West Pine Street
Orlando, Florida (305) 841-0342

Excellent Steaks, Seafood and
~R£DK£N SALON rR.E.SCRJrTION
Wild Grune
Fine Wines
Lunch 11-4/Dinner 4-Till
7900 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando. Fla.

277-2881

K}!REDKEN SALON rR£SCRJrfk)N OREDKEN SAl..oN PR£ ~

·& · . · Azeem Hairstyling .· · ~
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The ScieOtific Approach to a Total LoOk
for Men and Women ... Includes Hair analysis
OPEN .
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by Appt. Only
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[Q.1i'sultants, inc.
2111 E. Michigan Ave., Suite 126, Orlando, Fl. 32806
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Coming Soon
This party is rated

Knight Out
The InriPub
3910 Alafaya Trail (F9rmerly Coral Reef)
·r----~------------------------------------1
I
-·I

(

~ni~~ut

the~jflub

) .

Grub-n-Grog

•

A Benefit Concert For
Muscular Dystrophy

·Friday, April I

NO FOOLING!

FREE
mug of

BEER
With Purchase of Any Sandwich
With ~his c~upori

~-----------------------------------------Next Week
•

· Happy ·Hour
J JA C0 1U; l!US:S1"'
. ?~l''.!!_li1111. hit/ lt ( ~

Only

All day Sat & Sun

Townhome Rentals
.From·$101.25Per Person
.

.

.

.

.

Based on quqd (4) occupancy per unit

CAMBRIDGE CIRCLE
A TOWNHOME COl\fMUNITY

'

:?
)(

• ·

·E

FEATURES

...
0

.,

"O

.a

Burglar Alar~
Microwave (limited number)
Clothes Washer & ~ryer
991 Square Feet
Discount Rent

SECOND FLOOR PLAN Adequate space for two single beds or one double bed and both
Master Suites are designed for separate use of bath, toilet and vanity.

---1 ~1

· Come See Our Model
. Yoll'll Like It!
FIRST FLOOR .PLAN Suggested furniture layout shows functional use of space and illustrates ·
workable traffic pattern. Furniture layouts are Design Consultant's suggestions only. Other
than specified appliances, the units will not be furnished.
University Blvd.

1ml.

>

UCF

. ii'

if

'<

• G

~.

SRSO

A

Located on Alafaya Trail midway
between University Blvd. and ·
AD\/\NTAGE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
SR 50 ~ 1.1 miles south of the
UCF main entrance.

I

..

Reserve Now For Fall Semester, With $50 Deposit.
Summer Roomates Needed - No Lease Required.

CallJiinNow- (305)273-0990 .
~ 00
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Rhyme and
.

.

University students_offer~d chqnce to be -published, win cash in contest
•

•

by Larry Thompson
Entertainment editor

·u iambic pentameter and couplets
sound like terms for a medieval
athletic contest, guess .again.
Aspiring poets from across the
state, including university students,
are invited to participate in the
Florida Poetry Contest. This year
the contest is being sponsored by
the University of Central Florida
and contest director, Pat James, is
optimistic about the outcome.
"I would like to encourage university students to enter,'' James said.
Winning poems in each of the seven
categories will be published in the
i 983 edition of ''The Florida
Review."
The categories are: published
poets, non-students, senior citizens,
university students, high school-,
middle school·, · and elementary
school students.
Each entrant may submit three
unpublished poems between now
and April 1. Winners in each ,
category will receive a $100 cash
prize and will be notified on May 1.

-----•

At the Movies

-----

'The Year of Living Dangerously' ·
by Ted Barnett
Future staff

Set in Indonesia, ''The Year of
Living Dangerously" deal~ with the
political upheaval at the end of the
Sukarno regime in 1965.

•

The Florida Poetry Contest has
been held for the past Six years.
James said that entry forms and
mail-outs were sent to schoolboards
throughout the state. Press releases
and television promos have increased the public's awareness of the contest, James said. "We've really gotten the word out well this year,'' she
said.
James explained that entries will
be judged and the 40 best' works in
each category will be sent to local
poets who will select the 10 best.
The final works will be submitted to
a national judge "of major importance in the field of poetry,'' who
will determine the winners, ,James
said,The national judge is selected by
"The Florida Review" poetry editor,
Judith ·Hemschemeyer, a UC;F professor, James said. The identity of
the national judge is kept a secret
until after the winners are selected.
Last year's judge was Peruvianborn poet and novelist Isaac
Goldemberg, who now lives in New
York. Goldemberg is known for his

Director Peter Weir brings to the
screen an authentic representation
of the cultural and political turmoil
of this third-world country.

novel, ''The Fragmented Life of Don
Jacobo Lerner," and a collection of
poetry titled "Just Passing
Through."
·
James, who has been associated
with the contest for the past two
years, said that about half of the entrants have submitted poetry in
previous contests. Last year, 5,000
poems were submitted and James
said that ~ore are expected this
year.
"Th«;! Florida Review," which is
currently published once a year, will
expand to a twice-yearly publication, James said. "It's a true literary
review," she said. "It gives UCF a
lot of publicity and helps. establish
UCF as a friend of the arts."
Last year, four UCF students
were published in the "Review.',
James said the "Review" has

become a forum between young
writers and professionals. She suggested' that interested poets may
check previous issues of the
"Review" in the UCF Library t-o get
a better feel for the styles used by
other winners. ·
The staff of the "Review" is comprised of senior editor and fiction
editor, Wyatt Wyatt; managing
editor, Pat James; poetry editor,
Judith Hemschemeyer; ~d non·
fiction editor, Dr. Stuart Omans.
"We hope to go for two editions
next year,'' James said. She said
that future editions will include. not
only winning poetry but short ·
stories as well. Hemschemeyer will
write a teaching critique of the
poetry contest winners and Wyatt
~will write a similar critique for fiction writers.

But the most interesting .------------------------=-===--==========-i
character in the film is that of the
cameraman, Billy Kwan, superbly
portrayed by actress· Linda Hunt.
Kwan has become a part of Indonesia and is obsessed with the
idealistic goal of saving humanity.
Kwan befriends Hamilton with
the hope that Hamilton will in tum
support the Indonesians' plight. Yet
Kwan is unaware that Hamilton is
:int.ant only on journalistic advancement. ·
Academy award-winning composer Maurice Jarre's compelling
score embraces the subtle mysticism
and rising political conflict apparent
in the film. J arre was an excellent
choice since his previous scores have
been for films that juxtapose personal interests with political doctrines.
"The· · Year
o{
Living
Dangerously" paints a fascinating
portrait of a place and time many
viewers are not aware of. But as
Bryant · warns Hamilton, ''Watch
out for the melodrama."

Mel Gibson ('}Gallipoli," "The
Road Warrior·') stars as Guy
Hamilton, an Australian journalist
on his first overseas assignment.
Hamilton meets a · Chinese/
Australian cameraman who
secures several valuable contacts
and introduces him to British attache Jill Bryant (Sigourney
Weaver).
Gibson and Weaver, both competent actors, have an ~xcellent opportunity to demonstrate their skill
with
David
Williamson's
screenplay. Their initial attraction is
intriguing; gradually evolving into a
passionate relationship. But their
strong personal beliefs conflict;
Bryant wants to leave the political
unrest and poverty of Indonesia and
return to London. Hamilton, determined to make his assignment a success, wants to stay and further his
career.
Based on the novel by C.J. Koch,
the screenplay focuses on the people
and the politics of Indonesia. Filmed
in Manila and Sydney, the realistic
street scenes range from intriguing
to terrifying.
At times, the stark realism of a
Communist attack on the U.S. Embassy, people living and sleeping in
the streets and a child dying of starvation overshadow the love story of
Hamilton and Bryant. Their rela- Guy Hamilton (Mel Gibson)
tionship at times seems almost struggles for an interview
unimportant.
in Manila.

"Blue Lou" Marini, sax player with the infamous Blues Brothers Band
and also of the "Saturday Night Live" band, will be appearing in con·
cert at UCF· on April 6. Marini will be the featured soloist with the
UCF Jazz Lab, under the direction of John C. Whitney, in the final
jazz concert of the semester. The concert \\ill be hll;"1.d in the Student
Center Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tickets are $3.
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But the nucleus remained and the
Side one cranks up with "Aw
albums got stranger and better each
Tonight," a monotonously bouncey
year.
tune that is too heavy on the horns
Now the original foursome is back,
and too light on the intellect. ''Hapwith the aptly titled "Is · There
py Go Lucky''. describes the timeAnytlµng About?" It looks that
worn tale of an unappreciated lover
way. This latest offering features six
who puts on a brave f~ce.
new tracks with the typically crypFinally the first side winds down
tic Brand X nomenclature:
with "Roa~er."
"Ip~naemia," '~Modern, Noisy and
~ffective,'.' "TMIU-ATGA.." As one
Side two opens with ·:Perhaps the
observer commented, howevet, this
best cut on the album: ·ncry, Cry,
album is more commercial than
Laugh, Laugh" is no better crafted
previous LPs.
than the rest of the album, but the
''Kolored Music''
This is a more mellowed Brand X.
percussion and ,musical quality
Commercial, yes, in the sense that
sound a little more substantial. The
The Krayolas
Weather Report is commercial.
side quickly falls apart however
Several of the passages are reminis- .
with the tracks "Wall Street Blues"
cent of the Jaco Pastorius sound; in by Justin Mattox
"Modern Romans''
and "Times Together." · A nice
this case tendered by long-time Future staff
ballad in "Don't Give Up Hope"
The Call
X-alternate John Giblin.
The
Krayolas
seem·
to
be
striving
follows,
but with the · two tracks
·"A Longer April" is Giblin's
by Wayne Starr
for
the
pop/rock
sound
of
the
late
preceding
it, it may never be heard
seven-minute bass epic; an exercise
Future staff
'60~,
but
what
emerges
is
a
super~
by
anyone
other than the unforin musical painting. "Swan Song"
ficial,
one-dimensional
collection
of
tunate
reviewer
and the band
and the albilm 's title track are
The .problem with The Call' s se- characteristic of the Brand X ·moldy bubblegum tunes.
members'
mothers.
The album
1
cond album, "Modem Romans," is mastery of polyrhythmic texture
The album's percussion is. weak, thankfully comes- to an end with
that they've surrounded two great
reminiscent of the rock percussion "All of the Time."
and melodic nuance.
cuts with seven mediocre ones.
key on your grandmother's
John Goodsall is unequivocally .
You can't buy this record in the
The first song on each side, "The
Wurlitzer organ. The guitars and
one
of
the
best
unknown
guitarists
.
stores,
so it isn't taking up any
Walls Came Down" and "Destinavocals sound like they were Dilled in
tion,'' are killers. The former is one around. And Phil Collins still proves a bell jar. The Krayolas produced valuable shelf space, but if you are a
of the best singles of the year, that despite all the commercial fluff this album themselves for the Box masochist you can order it by mail
somewhat reminiscent of J. Geils' he;s been recording, he is one of the Records label and it really shows.
by sending $7 (this is not a joke; they
"Centerfold" with its clappable silklest jazz drummers in pop music.
really want money for this) to Box
The San Antonio, Texas, group
Brand X was never conventional
· refrain. The latter puts the Human
Records, 7115 Blanco Rd., ~uite
League to shame With its dyn~c and thankfully they continue the should be given credit for attemp- 114-175, San A~tonio, Texas 78216.
trend. One is tempted to hope that ting to vary their musical styles
synthesizer-based dance beat.
My recommendation: The money
Unfortunately, the rest of the they remain obscure so that they within the pop/rock vein. The album
album drags along with its talk- can continue their success in the . is nicely mixed with ballads and old- would be much better spent in the
,singing and big guitar s-ound that - freedom of unencumbered anonymi- style rockers. If only the tunes were bargain bins of your local record
better.
store.
lacks any distinguishable rhythm or ty.
beat. The songs- all dwell on what
lead singer Michael Been calls "the
breakdown of certain human
values."
This trick of putting only two or
three really good songs on an album
is not a new one-Cheap Trick does
it all the time-and 't hese two cuts
- alone are worth .the price of the LP.
But when the ability exists, as it obviously does with The Call, one can't
help but feel a little ripped off.

Record~

·How to have class between classes.

.
"Is T~ere Anything
About?''
Brand X
by Larry Thompson
Enle'i1alnment editor

From their first appearance hi
1976 with a masterwork titled
"Unorthodox Behavior," Brand X
has soared to the heights of obscurity in the American music market.
The semi-classical, neo-jazzified
precision of Brand X was a shock to
the musically ravaged listener who
was torn between the disco dreck of
AM and the dinosaur ponderings of
FM heavy metal.
Phil Collins, John Goodsall, Robin
Lumley and Percy Jones broke the
rules of assembly-line recording artists. They went into the studio each
year, turned on the machines and
played what they wanted to. They
didn't need vocals, they didn't need
theatrics.
Through classic LPs like "Morroccan Roll," "Masques" and "Do
Th~y Hurt?", Brand X changed personnel like so many notes on a page.

-·
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Coniing Attr~ctions ...
Poetic License
Three UCF faculty members will
present a recital of German
poetry on March 18 at 8 p.m. in
the music rehearsal hall. The
program by Karl-Heinrich
Barsch, Elizabeth Wrancher and
Finley Taylor is free and open to
the public.

Orange Blossom Bluegrass and
the Osceola County Cloggers.
Tickets for the festival are $7 for
· Friday and Sunday and $10 for
Saturday. Three-day passes are
$20. Parking is free and food will
be served. For more details, call
847-500Q.

No Direction
After nine years as director of '
the Central Florida·Civic
Theatre, Bryant Simms will step
down on June 1. A search com·
mittee will supply an application
and job description to interested
persons who apply by April 15.
Applicants should send a resume
and two references. For more information call 896-7365.

• ••

Church Street Station will host a
''))dnking of the Green,'' March
17, in downtown Orlando. The
green beer will start flowing at
3:30 p.m. and entertainment will
be provided by The Executives,
The Clean Machine and the
Rosie O'Grady's Scottish
Highlander Bagpipe Band. A
chug-a-lug and an Irish jig con·
test will also be held. For
details. call 422-2434.

Celluloid
The latest offering by the Loch
Haven Film Group is the 1945
classic, "Children of Paradise . "
This complex love story has en·
joyed several revivals and will
be shown March 11-12 at 8 p.m.
in the Loch Haven Art Center
auditorium. Admission is $2.

Fiddle About
A Florida tradition, the Sixth
Annual Kissimmee Bluegrass
Festival, cranks up this weekend
at the Silver Spurs Arena on ·
U.S. 192 between Kissimmee and
St. Cloud. The pickin' starts at 6
p.m., March 11 and continues
through March 13. Featured performers include The Lewis Family, Red and Murphy & Co.,

•

Winter Park Art Fest

St. Patty's Parties
Kick off the St. Patrick's Day
action at the Fourth. Annual
Winter Park St. Patrick's Day
Parade. The parade starts at 10
a.m., March 12, and will wind
from the north end of town
along Park Avenue to Comstock.
Entertainment will continue in
Central Park.

"IF YOU -LIKE BANKI"G.
. MADE EASY
YOU'LL LOVE US

•

The Citizens Bank of Oviedo is·
·1ocated just minutes from the.
u.c.F. campus. we-have-spacious ·
parking, fast drive In tellers and
. two Cl.TIZENS 24 HR automated
tellers.In Oviedo and.at u.c.F. in
the new A.T)A. bulldlng. All to
make banking easv for you.
everything you wlll ever
need from ·a Full service Bank is
yours at....

The 24th edition of the acclaimed
Winter Park Sidewalk Art
Festival opens March 18 and
continues through the weekend.
In addition to the variety of ar·
tistic offerings. will be an eclectic
selection of music and dance by
such performers as the Florida
Symphony Orchestra, the UCF
Jazz Lab, the Southern Ballet
Theatre, The Dance Company
and several teams
cloggers.
See next week's Future for complete listings.

of

-.

In Concert
•Heavy weather: Weather
Report brings their new sound
to the Tampa Theatre tonight,
March 11, at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$13.25 at Select-a-seat outlets.
•Werewolves of London: War·
ren Zevon will appear at the
Tampa Theatre at 8 p.m., March
12. Tickets for the JDadman of
rock are $12 and $10 and are
available at Select-a-seat outlets.
eCountry's cool: Famous Mandrell sister, Barbara, will appear
at the Orange County Conven~
tion/Civic Center on March 13 at
8 p.m. Tickets are $10 and $9
and are available at Select-a-seat
outlets.
• Shooby-doo: '50s-style. rockers,
Sha Na Na, will be rocking the
Tupperware Convention Center
Auditorium in Kissimmee on
March 17 at 6:30 and 9:30 p.m.
Tickets for adults are $l2.50 and
are available at Church Street
Station, Altamonte Mall and
Fashion Square ticket agencies.

-

Gdllery Winners
"Winners," an exhibit of fine art
and craft works that have ·won
awards at art festivals, is the
new show at the Creative Art
Gallery in Winter Park. The
show opens March 16 and con·
tinues through April 30.

Student Government

GRIPE SESSION
8t
INFORMATION EXCH.ANGE
March
. . 15 & 16, llam to 2pm
(Across from the Knights Den)

•

'~We

Want to Hear

From You''
.·YOIJJH~RIENDL Y
1"55 GENEVA DRIVE · ~ P.O. BOX 729. OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765

•

' @ ' . MEMBER FDIC

For more info contact Cheetra Thakkar 275-2191
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STUDENT.GOVERNMENT
''Students S~rving Students" ·
Located in SC 200, Call Us at 275·2191
_,'open Weekly From_9 to 5

CENTRALIZED SERVICES
Discount Movie -Tickets
East-West Expressway Tokens
. Discount Film Service
·
Theatre Tickets
Typing Service (With l.D.)
,.,
-~~----~------------------------------------------
Hours-9to9
Located at Student Center Main Desk
Phone 275-2060

LEGAL SERVICES
Landlord - Tenant Problems
Consumer Problems
Noncriminal Traffic Cases
'Dissolution
Name Change
---------------~--------------~-----

- Located in SC 210
Call For Appointment
Phone ·• 275-2538

- DENTAL AID ·
X - Rays and Checkup
~~--------------------------Located in SC 219
. Call for Appointment
·
Phone 275-2413

Centralized Services
Student Center Main Desk 275-2060
MOVIE TICKETS

SG Price.

Reg Admission

Your Savings

$2.50

$4.00

$1.50

· -Eastern Federal
Northgate4
Conway Twin
Orange Blossom 2

I

AMC
Interstate 6

,

(All Movie Tickets)

General Cinema
Seminole
Altamonte
Parkwood
Fashion Square ·

Wometco

•

Park East and West

Dinner Theatres
Once Upon a Stage
Theatre On Park

$13.25
$15.25

$15.75
$16.95

$1.50
$1.70

$13.50
$9.50
$3.50
$10.75

$15.00
$10.75
$5.25
$12.50

$1.50
$1.25
$1.75
$1.75

$13.50
$12.50.
$10.50
$6.50
$4.75

$15.00
$14.00
$12.00

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

Area Attractions
Disney World, Magic Kingdom Adult
Sea World
Rosie O'Grady's Reg. Admission.
· Busch Gardens

Epcot Adult
Epcot · Junior
Epcot Child
SUver Springs Adult
Silv~r Springs Child

Photo Film Developing (see centralized
Services priCe list)

•
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Financial
troubles for
basketball-

Sports week

by Mike Candelaria
Future sports

Despite their successes on the

court, the UCF men's .and women's

•

.

..

basketball__t.eams have struggled with
a serious financial situation all season,
according to athletic business
manager Bill Goldsby.
Goldsby said the women's pro·
gram is about $9,000 over its
original $57 ,000 budget while the
men's program faces a projected
$13,000 loss over their original
$127,000 budget for the fiscal year,
ending June 30.
Goldsby said t he deficits are mainly due to a miscalculation of the
amount of money the athletic
depan;ment thought it would receive
from community donations this
year. "The projected amount of
donations that were to have gone
towards men's basketball was
$20,000, however, to this point
donations amount to only about
$3,600," Goldsby said.
·
Goldsby also said that ticket sales
were not as good as projected. He
emphasized that when the men's
schedule, which featured five Divi·
sion I teams, was made, it was expected to draw bigger crowds and
stimulate more community support .
Men's head coach Torchy Clark,
whose team battled through a tough
schedule only to be nudged out of a
national · tournament bid, is
frustrated, but said he understands
the situation. "Zeke (~ssistant coach
Kinney) and I would like to go out .
and get some players, but there's
just no money," Clark said. "It's a
very, very tough situation, but I'm
not blaming anyone." He added that
while other coaches on hi$ schedule
are making personal visits to
players, he must do his recruiting by
phone.
UCF Athletic Director Bill Peter·
son agreed that the situation .is dif·
ficult but said nobody is at fault. "I
don't think it's anybody's fault.
We've had to cut all the budgets."
Financial, page 7-B
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Here and gone
Heisman trophy winner Herschel Walker accepts his Generals' jersey bearing his college number 34 at the press
conference held at UCF on Feb. 26. Walker then addressed a horde of microphones from the throng of national
. media that invaded the campus. Walker and the Gener~ play at Philadelphia on Sunday.

Lady Knights win SSC tournament;
battle Tuskegee in regionals·tonight
by Mike Candelaria
Future sports

The UCF women's basketball

team, ranked 10th nationally, takes
on Tuskegee Institute tonight at
7:30_in Valdosta, Ga., for the open·
ing round of the women's Division
II national basketball tournament.
If the 25-4 -Lady Knights win
tonight, they will face Valdosta
State tomorrow night at 7:30. UCF
lost by three points to Valdosta
State in November.
According to UCF head coach Joe
Sanchez, if the Lady Knights are to
be successful tonight, they must

control the tempo of the game, rebound well and play strong defense.
"Tuskegee is ranked sevententh in
the nation, but I feel they're
stronger than sevententh,'' Sanchez
stated. "They have two All·
Americans.''
If the team beats Tuskegee and
Valdosta State, it will then play the
winner of the South Atlantic
Regional. If victorious there, the
Lady Knights will enter the Final
Four and vie for the Division II na·
tional crown.
Leading the team into the national
tournament is junior Dorine Van
Tongeren. The 5-foot-11-inch for-

I

Men's basketba II season
·erids with a tough loss
by Mike Candelaria
Future sports

•

_ half ended with UCF on top, 43-42.
In the second half, Florida
Southern again forged into the lead.
The Knights battled back to close
the gap, but in the end it was the
Moscassin's superior shooting that
made the difference. They shot a
. sizzling 63 percent for the game
while the Knights shot 48 percent.

The UCF men's basketball team
finished out its season with a 19-9
record after losing to nemesis
Florida Southern College, 93-74, in
the Sunshine State conference championship game on Feb. 26.
The loss prevented the Knigts from
gaining a berth in the national tour·
The Knights were led once again
nament for only the second time in by the sophomore punch of Ronnie
eight years.
Thornton's 25 points, and Dan
The Knights got into the cham· -Faison's 17. Thornton's perforpionship game by knocking off mance earned all-tournament
Eckerd College, 66-57 on Feb. 25. honors. All season, those two have
Junior guards Terence Stanley and led the team in scoring. Faison edgDavid Murray led the team in scor- _ ed out Thornton for the scoring lead
with a 16.7 average, while Thornton
ing with 20 and 14 points.
The 19·point loss to Florid.a scored 16.0 per contest. Staiiley
Southern was closer than the score placed third in scoring with a 12.8
indicated. The Knights ~ fell behind mark. High jumping junior 'Larry
early against the hgt-shooting Gowins led the team· in rebounding,
Mocassins, but charged ahead a_s the averaging 6.8 a game.

ward is averaging 16.5 points and
7.8 rebounds per game. Following
Van.Tongeren is Susan Brase with a
11.4 average per game and Marcie
Swilley with- a 9.5 scoring average.
UCF earned its berth in the na·
tional tournament by winning the
Sunshine State Conference tournament. Guard Karen Harvey was
voted that tournament's most
valuable player when UCF defeated
Florida Southern College, 61·56.
Harvey scored 23 points in the game
and 'w as joined by Van Tongeren
and Andrea Jackson on the alltournament team.

Final basketball team l.eaders
Men

Women

points per game avg.:

points per game avg.:

Dan Faison-16. 7

Dorine Van Tongeren·16.5

Ronnie Thornton-16.0

Susan Brase-11.4

Eddie Rhodes-13.7

Marcie Swilley-9.5

field goals:

field goals:

Ronnie Thornton·l90 for 350

Dorine Van Tong.eren-188 for 419

Dan Faison-186 for 322

Susan Brase-121 for 285

Larry Gowins-94 for 154

Marcie Swilley-110 for 254

free throws

free throws:

Dan Faison-97 for 152

Dorine Von Tongeren-140 for 150

Ronnie Thornton-67 for 100

Susan Brase·89 for 118

Terence Stanley·58 for 85

Karen Harvey-64 for .87

rebounds:

rebounds:

Larry Gowins-190

Dorine Van Tongeren-226

Ronnie Thornton-181

·Andrea Jackson· 149 -

·Dan Fai8en·l67

Marcie Swilley-l 19
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O' De.II fldshes both leather
and power ·in .ear·1v season_

Baseballers
rOll up three
big victories

by Dan Russo
Future sports

by Lee Lerner
Sports editor

UCF leftfielder Jay Wollenburg's
ninth inning bunt and a Western
Kentucky throwing error allowed
Jeff Stang to score from s.econd base
and give UCF an 11-10 win over the
Hilltoppers on campus Wednesday.
. The Knights' win over Western
Kentucky was their third of the day.
They defeated Bryan College in a
double-header earlier in the day. winning the first game 13-3, and pounding them again in the second, 16-0.
The Kni_ghts put 40 runs on the
board for the day and according to
head coach Jay B.erginan, the team
is capable of producing these kind of
numbers more consistantly. He said
that scoring that many runs in o~e
day may have been what the team
needed to get going full speed.
In the first game, senior _lefty Dan
Casey scattered four hits and let up
three runs en route to his complete
gaine victory. Offensively for the
Knights, Tim Foskett and Butch
Vinson clubbed homers for UCF.
Vinson, . Foskett, Jeff O'Dell and·
Bergman, Jr. all had four hits in the
route.
The second game saw another fine

Pam Glmson/Future

pitching performance from righthanded junior Brent Laycock.
Laycock allowed: just three hits in
going the distal).ce for the shutout.
Foskett had three hits in the game,
including another homerun.
Bergman also collected three hits,
and Wollenburg had two hits, inchiding a home run.
In the third game, the Knights
went through a string of relief pit-_
chers, as the Hilltoppers battered
the ball in the late ·innings. At the
plate for the Knights, Bergman had.
four hits, giving him nine hits for
the day. Foskett added three hits,
giving him seven for the day.
The Knights take on the University of Michigan this afternoon at 1
p.m. and battle St. Josephs tomorrow morning at 11.
·

UCF centerfielder Jeff O'Dell
wants to become a major league
baseball player. If his 2 for 4 hitting
performanc9 against the Minnesota
Twins last weekend was any indication of how he handles major league
pitching then his goal may well be
within reach.
'
. Although a junior. O'Dell is a
newcomer to the team. He joined the
club in the fall season, after playing
centerfield for Seminole Community
College for two years. During the
.fall at UCF, he batted .333 and led
the team with 20 stolen bases.
This season O'Dell said he would
like to bat over .330, and hit around
eight home runs. But the thing he
wants mo·s t is to be drafted by a major league club. "I feel I'm capable
of playing minor league ball,'' 0 'Dell
said, and he feels that a ·s.t rong performance by both himself and the
team this season would be a big help
in his chances of being drafted.
According to 0 'Dell, the team
. hasn't been playing up to par lately,

EARN OVER $1,000.A MONTH WHILE IN ~CHOOL
if your academic major is one of the following:
PHYSICS
SCIENCE
PHYSICS
SCIENCE
GEOLOGY

ANY ENGINEERING
PRE-PROFESSIONAL
ANY ENGINEERING DEGREE
PRE-PROFESSIONAL HEALTH
MICROBIOLOGY

but said that won't last long. "We're
in a small slump right now,'' he said.
"But, we should be back on the
track soon.'' 0 'Dell said he can help
the team both offensively and defensively this year, but doesn't consider
himself the type of player that carries a team.
In · the season opening series
against Rollins College, O'Dell prov·
ed he could be a big-help in the field
and at the plate .. In the ninth inning
of the opening game at UCF, O'Dell
gunned out the· potentially tieing
run at the plate to end the game. The
next day, he went 3 ·for 4 at the
plate, including.a solo homer in the
Knights' victory over the Tars at
Rollins.
"O'Dell's a gamer," said head
coach Jay Bergman. "He plays aggressiveiy and he is a hard, solid, .
ball player."
According to Bergman, O'Dell's
speed and power are a welcomed addition to the Knights' roster. With
him in centerfield, the Knights hope·
to improve on last spring's 19-24-3
record.

NEW STUDIES
BEGIN ON

CHEMISTRY

BALDNESS
CHEMISTRY
BIOCHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS

then you may very well ~ve the basic academic prerequisit.e to be.eligible for a program that will
pay you $1,000 each month while you are still in school!! Check with the Navy Officer Information
Team in the Placement Office on March 16, 17, 18. This jprogram involves a year of nuclear reac·
t.or training after graduation, and a job that pays approximat.ely $44,000 after four years. The
team is also available t.o answer any questions you might have about management opportunities
'open t.o all majors in shipboard operations, aviation, business, engineering and int.elligence. There
even medical school scholarships available through the Navy. Drop by the table or call: 1-800342-7108. More information on qualifications and salaries is also obtainable. by forwarding your
transcripts and resumes to:
NUPOC (Code 70)
3974 Woodcock Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32207

are

NOW INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS

Upjohn, a major pharmaceutical
company has hired several doctors
across the country to study the
drug Minoxidil. Originally in·
troduced for extremely high blood
pressure, the medication has a par·
ticular side effect of inducing hair
growth on 25 to 40% of the people
test.ad. We don't claim to solve all
hair problems, but we do review all
the world scientific lit.erature. If
you w9Uld like information and t.est
results, Call 647 - 8546 or send a
self. addressed, stamped envelope
to: Omega Clinic, 5350 Diplomat
Cir., Orlando, Fla.
1nformation being released as a
public service.

Advertisement
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Men's tennis team
·whips The Citadel
by Jeff Frederick
Future sp orts

· Sportsbriefs
UCF wrestlers Mark Geary,
Jerry Harmer, Nelson Nicholls,
Dave Savron and Doug Wood all .
lost their opening round matches
in the Feb. 26 national Division II
national championships held in
Fargo, N.D.

doubles team. The team beat The
Citadel in doubles competition, and
according to Krass, "They are
becoming the best doubles team in
Division II."

The UCF nien 's tennis team lost
to Ball state of Indiana last Friday,
6-3. But, bounced back to defeat
Division I power The Citadel, 6-3, on
Other Knights gaining victories in
Saturday. The team's record is now the match were fifth seed Paul Bar5-6
ret and sixth seed Tony Snoyenbus.
Despite losing to Ball state, the The second seeded doubles team of
team battled tQ the third set in three Defranco and Snoyenbus provided
of the matches. The team has been the final victory of the match.
·
playing without No. 2 seeded player,
Lenny Engle, who is out with an
Krass said that the win over The
ankle injury. According to coach Ed- Citadel might turn the team around,
die Krass, Engle's presence is sorely and feels his team is well on its way
missed.
,
to becoming a powerhouse. "Once
The match against The Citadel in- we get Engle back, we are going to
cluded several outstanding perfor- be a very strong team," Krass said.
mances. Leading the way for t he
The women's t ennis team lost t o
Knights was the new No. _1 seed, Flager College, 7-2 last Thursday.
Paul Defranco. Defranco won his On Tuesday they lost again to
m·a tch in straight sets. Dave Chafe James Madison, 9-0.
won his match as the No. 3 seed, and
also teamed up with Troy Mc- Desp~te the lo:ises, c_o ach V ema
Quagge to form the Knights' No. 1 Schnider is optimistic about the rest

•••

Injured Lenny Engle

Ann Ransom/Future

of the season for her team. ''TJ;>.e
girls· are playing better and are
becoming match tough. They're c?~centrating more and are . getting
more confident. By t he end of the
season they should. be looking real
good. "
The team 's record now stands at
3-5.

UCF crew socks Rollins in opener
by Leslie deZwart
Future spo rts

UCF baseball alumni will battle
t.1. • baseball alumni from Rollins
Cdege at Rollins beginning at 11
a.m. on April 16. All former
players are welcome. Anyone interested may contact Melissa
Ward at 275·2261, or drop a line
to the athletic department in care
of Melissa.

•••
Major league baseball commissioner Bowie Kuhn will speak today at 10 a.m. in the Student
Center Auditorium.

Financial

the day was the women's varsity
Tampa to participate in the
eight. Despite UCF having a
. Presidents Cup Regatta. UCF will
definite height and weight disadvancompete against FIT for the first
tage, the women pulled past Rollins
time of . the s.easo~ as well as
to win by three-tenths of a second.
J ac~sonvi~e Umver~1~y, ~amp~ and·
M.ai:~tta. Also part1c1patmg will ~
D1vis1on I teams Yale and Syracuse.
The two are currently ~anked no. 1
and 3 in the nation.
UCF plans to participate in approximately eight of the events. The
regatta will be · held on Seddon
Island Channel between 10 a.m. and
2:30 p.m.

Peterson said the- basketball
team's deficit in outside funding is
due to a lack of fundraising manpower. He said most of the fundraising this year has been done by
athletic department officials who
have not had the time to solicit
donations.
Don Jonas, . UCF's only full-time
fund-raiser, resigned from the position in December after occupying it
for six months. Peterson said Jonas
resigned because the university
could no longer ~upport Jonas' posi·
tion.
·

A weight loss program that
puts you in control.
Now, from America's foremo$t manufacturer of naturally sourced nutritional
products ... the Shaklee Slim Plan.
Safe. Clinically tested. Innovative. Helps
you easily shed unwanted pounds and
keep them off.
You get 100% of the quality nutrition you
need while you lose weight plus more
support and mor.e scientific know-how
than any other weight loss program
in America.
Shaklee Slim Plan. Proven to work for
people just like you.
Free confidential consultation
call for appointment
Dows Associates 422-3268

mlll®
~
~
The Shaklee Independent Distributor logo
sen11cemar1< of Shaklee Corporation .

I! Guarantee·
If for any reason a Shaklee product
is not satisfactory, return it to your
Independent Shaklee Distributor or
Shaklee Corporation for exchange
or full refund.
as a registered
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Sponsored by Baptist Campus Mini tries
.

.

Josh McDowell has spoken to more than seven minion students and faculty at 600 universities in. 62 coun ries.
·
· He is author of 14 best~selling_books(.in.cl~ding Evidence That Demands A Verdict.
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~o"'f..." SCRUB SUITS
f\\\ --;

I\ , ~/

FASHIONABLE
CASUAL

\,/,.

coMFORTABLE

(

I

Fl 1'\_1

v/

I

:~

for Active '!ear or just plain loaf"11111. .

0\

AVAILABLEIN:
- HOSPITAL BLUE
PINK
HOSPITAL GREEN
BLACK
LILAC
WHITE
TURQUOISE
MALE OR FEMALE

Captain D's.
offers
the best
seafood
at the
best value!

I

I

.\
\
\.

SIZES XS,S,M,L

(Suggest women order one size smaller than their reg. size)
Allow 3 to 4 wks. delivery

\

I

-----------------------------------------------

.Chipper
WITH COUPON

r -·-·-J.

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE :

.$1.99

With each Chipper you get:
· 2 pieces of fish fillet ·crisp french fries '
·creamy cote slaw · 2 Southern -style hush puppies ·
Offer expires Aprl~I 7, 19~3

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2 Fish 'n Chips ·
With Each Fish ·n Chips you get:

ONLY

$16.95

BUSH·HOP
Name
City
Size
Qty.

Address
State

Zip

·Color 2nd. Choice
Price Total

Box 279 Carmel, N.Y. 10512

•

--------------- - --------------------~-----~-------------------------~-------

Check or Money Order NYS Residents
add tax P&H $2.00 plus $1.00 for each
additional set

*********

$4 9 9

· 3 Delicious Fish Fillets
·Golden Brown French Fries
· 2 Southern-Style Hush Puppies
WITH COUPON
Offer expires Aprll 7, 1983 . .
f

PERSET

Breakfast Buffet

All you can eat 2for ·

__________________ ___________
$3.99_
,...7, 1983
Offer expire~ April

. Hours of Operation: 6am -10, Sunday-Thursday
6am - II, Friday & Saturday

FUTURE classifieds get results!
Coll 275-2865 for more Information

Offer good at all O!lando Captain D's

IF YOU DON'T
READ THE
FUTILE,

WE'.LL KILL

EDDIE MURPHY!

That's right, this comedy
genius's life is In your hands. All
you have to do is read the
special FUTILE edition on April 1.

be the best ever. According to
director Joan Schmaltz, (shown here at Student
Center's annual lost and found
paraphernalia auction), 1mean,
like it is so keyed you'll just D-1-E."
FUTILE . social

11

Better yet, you can even submit
your own brand of tasteless
humor for this annual FUTURE
parody. We're serious, remember
Larry the Lobster?
•
This year's FUTILE promises to

· Look for the FUTILE appearing
on newstands everywhere April
1. Remember, Eddie Murphy's
counting on you.
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University of Central Florida
Women's Week

Women's Safety
Karen Culton

2:00

8:00

The Naked Truth
Jea.n Kilbourne

-Professor Green discusses the intricacies of stress and
ways to control stress in your life.

1983

Room:

Wednesday
The purpose of Women's Week is to expand 10:00
ducational opportunities for women outside
he classroom and to explore special interest 1:00
reas. The events and programs planned for
he week of March 11 -17 are designed to 2:00
inf«?rm women of options in today's society
nd share information on University 3:00
academic offerings, extracurricular
programs, and student services. The sessions
ill provide useful information and an 4:00
opportunity for personal contact with
professionals in the Orlando area. The week's
events are intended to inc-rease women's
awareness of their personal goals, career 11 :00
objectives and skills ~hat facilitate effective
1:00
management of their varied roles.

March 16

Presenter:

Women's Contribution to Politics
Commissioner Pat Schwartz
Personal Money Management
Star Mahaffey
Image Development
Marty Salt
Dreams: .Xour Key
to the Woman Within
June Beadle

WOMEN STUDENTS TASK FORCE
Sheri Harriman, Chairperson
Cindy Jurss

Nancy Lorenz

Ms. Erikson will discuss the symptoms, causes, and cures
for this perilous disease that affects over 100,000 women
in the United States.

Roxane Schiedel

Determining Leadership Potential
Dr. William Callarman
Effective- Leardership
Dr. Pete Fisher

{I!

Focus on _Health and Safety
Monday

Janet Bush

Rhonda Thomas

Women's Week sponsored by:
Student Affairs, Student Government,
Program and Activities Council
Special appreciation to:
Sheri Harriman & David Kiser
and The UCF Town and Gown Committee

9:00 - 12:00

Instructors:

Weekly Calendar

9:00

11 :00

March 14

CPR
Betty Chase & Jan Ziegel

11 :00

Women and Nutrition
in the 80's
Dr. Mitchell-Melancon

12:00

Aerobics
Suzy Corey

CPR
Well Worth Learning·

Student Center Auditorium
Betty Chase and Jan Ziegel
UCF Nursing Faculty

WOMEN AND NUTRITION
IN THE 1980's
A Wellness Approach to Health

March 11

Outdoor Art Festival

Monday

Learn how your dietary habits affect your physical health,
attitude, and energy_ Dr. Mitchell-Melancon teaches dietary
guidelines for a healthier you.

Room:
Presenter:

Student Center Room #214
Dr. Susan Mitchell-Melancon
Assistant Professor, Nursing Dept.
Registered Dietician, Nutritionist
Private Practice '

2:00

Stress
Prof. Cheryl Green

12:00

3:00

Anorexia Nervosa
Michael Lee Erikson

An instructor from UCF Recreation Services will
demonstrate their unique excerise program. Come dressed
to participate or feel free to sit and take notes.

6:30
8:00

Alcohol Abuse / MADD
. Mary Wiley
Under the Influence
Jean Kilbourne

. Tuesday

·Presenter:

Student Center Room #214
Michael Lee Erikson, -M.A.
Counselor, · Private Practice

..
ALCOHOL ABUSE/MADD

6:30

An Informative presentation on the purpose and In·
volvement of MADD members. Alternatives and
reasons for .a change In the legal system for drunken
driver offenders wlll be.explored.
Room:Student Center Room 211
Presenter:Ms. Mary Wiiey
MADD Chairman, Orlando

8:00

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

•

rhe Pushing of Alcohol via Advertising
Jean Kiibourne; nationally recognized media
analyst, examines the Images associated with
alcohol In advertising In the popular media. She
combines accurate Information 9bout alcohol use
and abuse with the Incisive wit and Irony that have
delighted and enlightened her audiences for years.
Room:Student Center Auditorium
Presenter:Jean Kiibourne

March 15

10:00

Understanding the Fear
of Achievement
Dr. Janet Turnage

11 :00

Black Women of Achievement
Yvette Harris

AEROBICS
Shape Up and Feel Great!

Room:
Presenter:

MONDAY EVENING EVENTS
10:00 -

March 14

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation is an easy-to-learn
technique with dramatic results: IT SAVES LIVES! Many
"sudden death" victims, those who lose breathing and/or
heartbeat from accident or disease can be saved by
performing CPR quickly and correctly. To learn how, sign up
(275-2177) .for this free, 3 hour course. The course is
taught by UCF Nursing faculty and is limited to 25
participants .

Room:

10:00 3:00

Room:

March 17

This celebration of Women in the Arts is the grand
opening of Women's Week. You are invited to a
reception honoring these artists from 4:00 - 6:00 in
the President's Dining Room .

Jackie Benton

Friday

ANOREXIA NERVOSA
Nervous Loss of Appetite

Cathie Crockett

Karen Luttrell

Diane Radley

Professor Cheryl Green
Assistant Professor
Social Work Department

•

Assertiven~ss Tra'.ning
Dr. Nancy Jones

Thursday

Student Center Room #211

·

3:00

The Women Students Task Force has 8:00 Career Opportunities
planned an exciting week of quality programs.
in the Navy
Rear Admiral P.M. Hartington
We encourage you to attend all or any of the
free sessions . and art shows. Many well
respected women professionals are scheduled to appear during the week, and the Task
Focus on Women's Art
Force is proud to present them to the UCF
Friday ~arch 11 .
Student Body to highlight women's notable
accomplishments. If you have any questions, UCF is proud to present a day-long outdoor art show
please call Anne Broughton-Kerr at 2 75 _ fea.turing Central F.lorida's most outstanding women
artists . The show 1s located on the Student Center
2177 ·
Green from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Melanie Mottayaw

STRESS
How It Affects Your Life

6:30

Multi-Purpose Room
Education Building
Suzanne Corey
Fitness Instructor

UNDERSTANDING THE FEAR
OF ACHIEVEMENT

An explanation of the fear of achievement and ways
to overcome this barrier to maximize your produc·
tlvlty.
Room:Student Center Room 211
Presenter:Dr. Janet Turnage
Assistant Professor
Psychology Department

11:00

BLACK WOMEN OF
ACHIEVEMENT

A panel composed of black women who have made
significant contributions In the Orlando area will be
featured. Panel members are Ms. Carolyn Fennel,
Executive Director Communl1y Relations, Orlando In·
ternatlonal Airport; Ms. Joyce Glenn, Consultation
and Education Director, Southwest Community Mental Health Center: and Ms. Melanie Stevenson
Mqrketlng Representative, Walt Disney World.
'
Room:Student Center Room 214
Presenter:Ms. Yvette Harris
Psychologist,
UCF Counseling Center

6:30

WOMEN'S SAFETY

A program designed to Increase your awareness
about personal sofe1y. Tips will be given to help ·you
develop dally safe1y guidelines.
Room:Student Center Room 214
Presenter:Karen Culton
UCF Police Depor.tment

8:00

•

THE NAKED TRUTH
Advertising's Image of Women

Jean Kiibourne opens the public eye to the subtle
way ads exploit women. She Is a recognized expert
In the fleld and shares her expertise with humor and
engaging style.
Room:Student Center Auditorium
Presenter:Jeon Kiibourne

..
-
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Focus On The Positive
Wednesday
10:00

Focus On Leadership

March 16

Thursday
11 :00

WOMEN'S CONTRIBUTIONS
TO POLITICS

Room:

Student Center Room #214

Presenter:

Pat Schwartz
Orlando City Commissioner

Presenter:

EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP

Presenter:

4:00

Star Mahaffey

,
DREAMS: YOUR KEY TO
THE WOMAN WITHIN

T~is

inspirational speaker will share the interesting and
informative facts on dream interpretation . She gives insights
on maximizing your potenti~I. using your c~eativity
effectively, and achieving your goals through a better
understanding of your dreams.
Room:

Student Center Auditorium

Student Center Auditorium

Presenter:

Marty Salt
Anchorwoman, Channel 9

8:00

Learn how to become assertive for more effective
communication .

Presenter:

Dr. Pete Fisher
UCF Counseling Center

3:00

June Beadle
Writer
Counselor

ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING

Room:

'

The grand finale address for Women 's Week will be
delivered by ~ear Admiral P.M .' Hartington. The Women's
Task Force is very proud to have such a distingushed guest
conclude the week's events.

Marty Salt presents excellent guidelines for developing a
positive self image. She will share her personal experiences
and helpful hints on how to start your career in a
professional manner.

Presenter:

;

Grand Finale

IMAGE DEVELOPMENT

Room:

StudBnt Center Room #211

Room:

Student Center Room #211

2:00

Dr. William Callarman
Professor, Management Dept.

1:00

Increase your knowledge to prepare for future financial
security. Tips on how to manage your money and protect
yourself from financial disappointment·.

Presenter:

Student Center Room #211

Room:

PERSONAL MONEY MANAGEMENT
FOR WOMEN

Room:

March 17
DETERMINING
LEADERSHIP POTENTIAL

Commissioner Pat Schwartz highlights contributions by
women to our pol itical system . This knowledgeable speaker
shares an insightful perspective on women and their
progress and achievements in politics.

1:00

Page 11-B
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CAREERS AND OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE NAVY
Room:

Student Center Room #211

Student Center Auditorium

Presenter:

Dr. Nancy Jones
Assistant Professor
Psychology Department

Deadline:
Monday at Noon

Rear Admiral P.M . Hartington
United States Navy
Commander, Nayal TraininQ Center

Student Rate:
50 cents per line

LASSIFIED
help wanted

roommates

Here's your chancel Classy 2-bdrm./2-bth. Professional quality typing, term papers,
duplex 1 ml. from UCF. Wsh/dry., dshwsh. reports, drafts, theses, dissertations,
UCF prof. male to share plush condo w( WANTED: GRADUATES OR GRADUATING Has cathedral cellfng, tlled ktch/bth. Fully manuscripts, , resumes, letters. IBM elecsame, non-smoker. 2-bdrm. 2-bth. $250 & •h SENIORS TO BE TOUR GUIDES FOR SCHOOL - carpeted, high class home. Tom, 275-3241. : tronlc. Competitive rates. 24-hour turnaround. Coll Virginia, 423-5588.
utll. 657-0102 or 275-2282.
GROUPS VISITING DISNEY WORLD. Needed:
friendly personality, avall. 4 days In a row. Combrldge Circle now accepting rental
Responsible person to share a roo~ a SUPER PAY! No exp. necessary. CALL TOLL reservations for Fall semester. Reserve yours Typing/word processing: professional
I now so you'll have one In August. Only 10 w/ resumes, term papers, theses, reports,
walking distance condo from UCF. Your FREE, 1-800-631-2241.
dissertations, etc. VERY REASONABLE RATES.
share, $143 & utl. Phone 282-1389, call In
~h bths. left. $50 will guarantee reservation.
AM . .
Students - Earn $5000 this summer painting Some current residents need roommates for Some editing. Close to campus. Last minute
.houses In your home town. Am now hiring the summer. No leases, roommate referral projects accepted. Coll Cindy, 6n-5083 .
Large 2-bdrm. apt. at Haystacks, $155 & 'h for manager and painter positions. For an service Is free. Contact Jan at 273-0990 for
Typing-term papers, dissertations, theses,
utll. Coll eves, 281-1269 or leave message, appllcatlon go to Rm. 131, Administration details.
resumes, written, typed, printed. Exp'd.
Bldg. 200 pos. open.
788-3317.
professional, reasonable. Miriam, 282-11°39.
273-5610
Female roommate wanted to share two- Home cleaners needed. Flex. hrs. $3.50/hr.
UNIVERSITY VILLAS
bedroom apt. 1'h mlles from UCF. Smoker. to start. Coll 671-7463, leave name & numRates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs.
Furnished & Unfurnished $240-$265
$150/month & 112 utllltles. Coll 282-9447.
ber w/ answering svc.
experience at low rates. Call DAY or
2 Poofs, Tennis Courts
EVENINGS, 678-4360.
Roommate wanted, female, non-smoker, 10 ·Aggressive computer students wanting to
On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall
minute walk to UCF. March. 1h o~ 330/month. ' earn extra money and to acquire computer
•
Coll 275-6034, Keith.
sales experience please contact Patricia
Eno at 6n-5214 or leave a message at 894Female preferred, 2-bdrm./2-bath apt .. near 1050 to receive further Information.
Money for grad school!! Our computers wlll
campus, $175, 'h elec., phone. Pool, tennis,
find you graduate school scholarships
etc. Coll Elaine at 671-5915 after 5 PM.
New mult1:1evel opportunity for Information,
write Robert Brown, PO Box 1092, Palatka, FL EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term available natlowlde. Guaranteed. Free
Med student needs reasonable• room or 32078 or call 904-325-3581.
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. details, write to National Student Services,
apt. for May, June. Murray Rosenthal, 867A1------ - - - -- -------!...1 Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., PO Box 14131. Gainesville, FL 32604-2131.
46 St., NY, NY 11220. 212-633-2968.
and editing Included. Reasonable. Call
Bea, 678-1386.

servtces

typists

wanted

TYPING/WORD · PROCESSING. Impressive.
Reasonable. Dependable. Call now.
JUDY'S Business Service, 671-0312.

Baby furniture, washer and/or dryer for
young couple and baby. Reasonable, In
good condition. Phone 2n-7697, leave
1ameand no.

for.sale

Accurate TYPING, attractive/correct forms.
IBM Sel. II. Reasonable, minor editing. Exp.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - l in any/all Jobs. Call M9rtl-1 mi. from campus. 365-6874 by 7 AM or after 5:30 PM.

HP 41 accessories at half price or less.
Memory modules, standard pac, paper,.+ ---cards, and application books. Coll Wayne
at 896-0502.

personal

Typing service available, 11 years experience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257.

Close to UCF - 24x60 mobile home, 3-bdrm.
3-bath, family park, screened porch, car- Congratulations to Cat De Franco & Lenny
port, cent. H/A, many extras. Must be seen to Engle. You guys really make the team
be opprec. $19,000. Call 275-5842.
because of this we will do some shots to Jim
we love you Mommy and Brownle.
Photo darkroom-Beseler 23-C enlarger, 1 - - - - - - - - -- ----------1
Graylab 300 timer, many extras, 293-5196.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, theses, dlssertaJions, research
papers, resumes, and typing . All work
prepared on IBM display writers. Full-time
staff, all have college degrees. 24-hr. tur-·
naround avail. 671-3007.

for rent

"Cotton Is King & Pro-Slavery Arguments" by
E.N. Elliott L.L.D., 1860, $90. Also 10 books of
10-volume set, "The Standard History of the
Neat, non-smoking
World," by Israel Smith Clare. Coll 699-03Q2. •Room for Rent•
female preferred to share a 3-bedroom
Why rent when you· can own?
home w/ pool. $175/month plus 1/3 utllltles.
lubhouse, pool, tennis courts, mini-golf, 2 Kathleen, 862-4945 or 425-5501.
bedroom, 2 bath, screened porch, 1 mile
Room for rent - master bedroom with
om UCF. $23,500. 365-3012.
private bath. $200/month plus 113 utll . Coll
Pat, 425-5501 .
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lndlvldual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

2233 LEE. RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405
'foll Free 800-432-5249

Computer word processing, customized
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc.
From $1.50/pg. Call Jackie, 678-3173.
TYPING-term papers, reports, manuscripts,
etc. High quality, affordable rates. Eves &
weekends. Coll 365-5989.
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-.JEANS
unbelievable styles.·
great Ht
fashion colors many styles
values to t 48.
de'sign e·r- -po·cieti
valpes to $27.

s10· 12

S8·1Q
4.

--

TOPS • lOPS•TOPS

SLAcK·s- CORDS colors- corors.cokls
styles· styles. styles
famous-bradds
exciting colors!_
! save.~ save· save
great values I .

S1Q·

12

60"

BE THERE ·!
FRI.*" SAT.~ SUN.
many unadverstied
SPECIALS

